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Abstract 

It has become well established that many 2-dimensional (2D) cell culture models 

are unable to adequately represent in vivo tissue and microenvironments. In 

response to this developed understanding, researchers have been focused on 

incorporating novel materials and extracellular matrix (ECM) components, physical 

and chemical cues, and mechanical components to cell culture, yielding 3-

dimensional (3D) culture, and ultimately, the field of tissue engineering. However, 

many cell friendly biomaterials are often not advantageous for mechanical or 

chemical control and can be limiting during experimental design [1]. Yet the best 

mechanically and chemically controlled biomaterials are often limited in use due to 

synthetic origin and the need for harsh reagents that are toxic to cells [2]. These 

design constraints have opened the door to utilizing unique chemistries and 

components to create ideal biomaterials. The research conducted herein has 

leveraged natural polymers with unique chemical modifications to make 

controllable, ECM component modulating hydrogels for development of tissue 

models for the study of organ specific metabolism and cancer precision medicine 

applications. This research is comprised of 3 parts: 

• Development of hydrogels using natural materials for use in bioprinting and 

biofabrication of tissue modeling and tumor constructs 

• Utilization of hydrogels for patient-specific disease modeling and study of 

treatment response for precision medicine applications 

• Understanding the impact of cytokine signaling on ECM-bound and 

unbound cells in customized tissue environments  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

Significance 

In tissue engineering, new developments have allowed for the use of biomaterials 

and 3D culture environments for disease modeling and treatment prediction. Within 

these advances, customized hydrogels for modeling of various diseases has not 

been well established. The development of a customizable hydrogel that can be 

modified for disease specific applications would allow for more rigorous scientific 

questions to be asked using 3D culture and improve modeling for use in precision 

medicine applications.  

 

In the last two decades, it has become more widely accepted that three-

dimensional (3D) culture can have a variety of benefits over traditional two-

dimensional (2D) cell culture [3-5]. Use of 3D culture allows for customized 

topography, stiffness, and material composition, which can facilitate cell-cell and 

cell-matrix interactions vital for tissue formation and function [5, 6]. Importantly, it 

allows cells to interact in all directions with extracellular matrix (ECM) components 

and neighboring cells allowing tissue-like structures to form rather than being 

restricted by substrate and media interfaces found in traditional 2D cell culture [6]. 

Current matrices are limited by the use of biomaterials that do not fully recapitulate 

the native properties of the extracellular matrix. These restrictions have thus far 

prevented optimization of composition and structure of the in vitro 

microenvironment to replicate in vivo tissue. The artificial nature of currently used 
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biomaterials affects cellular phenotype and function of the tissues, and results in 

often inaccurate modeling of disease characteristics and drug metabolism 

significantly. To address these limitations, we have developed new formulations of 

hyaluronic acid (HA)-based ECM hydrogels with the ability to modulate 

extracellular matrix components to create well-controlled, tissue engineered 

microenvironments.  

 

Background 

Extracellular Matrix 

The ECM is broadly the 3D network surrounding cells to create tissue and is 

comprised of  extracellular macromolecules which includes collagen, hyaluronic 

acid, enzymes, and glycoproteins [7]. ECM specifically acts as the mediator of 

biochemical and biophysical signaling which leads to dynamic cellular responses 

to the microenvironment. Biophysical signaling can be attributed to features such 

as porosity, fiber orientation, and stiffness. In contrast, biochemical cues may be 

the result of ECM component composition or the ability to bind growth factors 

amongst others [8]. Such signaling and activity broadly supports cell adhesion, and 

promotes cell migration, differentiation, and proliferation. The ECM is widely 

comprised of proteins and polysaccharides secreted by cells to create niche 

microenvironments that structurally and biochemically support cells to create 

tissue [9]. Components commonly include collagen, laminin, fibronectin, 

proteoglycans (PGs), glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), elastin, tenascin C, and others 

[10]. Collagen, elastin, fibronectin, and laminin act as structural support whereas 
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PGs and GAGs retain growth factors and water for the surrounding tissue. ECM 

components such as these vary between tissue types and disease state which 

emphasizes their importance in the in vivo microenvironment which should be 

transferred to the in vitro microenvironment for recapitulation.  

 

Creating a model that accurately recapitulates the tissue of interest is important in 

progressing many models beyond the point at which they currently exist. 

Physiological accuracy of in vitro models can be measured through phenotype, 

genotype, and function of the cells in the system in comparison to those in vivo 

[11, 12]. To better achieve in vivo-mimicking cultures, many components must be 

in place to create the ideal microenvironment often beyond 2D and include: ECM 

components, mechanical and physical parameters, cell types and combinations, 

and organization of such [13, 14]. Independently, each will create unique 

microenvironments and must be carefully orchestrated to produce physiologically 

accurate tissue and disease models.  

 

When creating 2D or simple 3D models such as spheroids, these components are 

not easily incorporated, and when added, is often done so through surface 

coatings or as soluble factors in media [15]. In utilizing hydrogels, many of these 

components can be added directly into the hydrogel through mixing, physical 

immobilization, or chemically added through various bonds (covalent, ionic, or 

hydrogen bonding, for example). Having been found to affect cell proliferation, 

apoptosis, differentiation, and metabolic behavior, the ECM has become a tool for 
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researchers to carefully tune to better understand biological processes [9, 10]. 

Each of these are key cellular output metrics for quantitative assays, and thus the 

incorporation of ECM components may directly impact results making them more 

representative of the in vivo response. These components have found themselves 

to be so important that the use of decellularized, solubilized tissue ECM is being 

used to create new hydrogel formulations [2, 16, 17].  

 

Utilization of Hydrogels as Biomaterials [15, 18, 19]  

Hydrogels specifically are defined as polymer networks that are often crosslinked 

together and have the ability to swell in aqueous environments [20]. There are 

many biomedical applications of hydrogels which both include and in turn 

contributed greatly to stem cell-based therapy, tissue engineering and 

regenerative medicine, organoid formation, pathophysiological studies, and drug 

screening [20, 21]. Some commercial hydrogels have the previously described 

ideal mechanical properties, but they fail to offer physiologically relevant ECM 

components for replication of cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions found in vivo. 

The most common hydrogels are typically comprised of polyethylene glycol (PEG), 

collagen, alginate, hyaluronic acid, gelatin, or fibrin [22, 23]. Each hydrogel has 

unique properties that can either benefit or hinder usability or tissue development 

[1, 22]. With the exception of collagen, many of the materials require chemical 

modification first and each material described above requires the addition of a 

crosslinker and crosslinking speed can vary significantly [22, 23]. Crosslinking 

components and time required for crosslinking can both adversely affect cells and 
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should be appropriately balanced with the benefits of the biocompatibility [24, 25].  

Additionally, some materials do not provide physiologically relevant cell adhesion 

points and force cell-cell interactions (e.g. alginate and PEG) [26]. Although this is 

an improvement over standard 2D culture, it is still limiting and may not represent 

the cellular microenvironment of the target in vivo tissue. Materials that allow for 

more ideal cell-matrix interactions are often challenging to pipette and handle, the 

best example being collagen [25].  

 

Biomaterials have an advantage over spheroid approaches as they allow for 

greater control of the organoid and organoid microenvironment with regard to 

environmental and physical parameters, such as stiffness, addition of ECM 

components, and spatial organization of cell types [27]. The biomaterials used for 

tissue organoids are selected based on particular properties for a given tissue type. 

Biomaterials can offer different porosities, stiffnesses, cell adherent motifs, and 

viscosities, each of which can play a role in driving physiological cell and tissue 

function [28, 29]. Mechanical and physical cues independent of chemical 

properties have been well studied initially in 2D cell culture and into 3D as hydrogel 

development has advanced [30-32]. They have been directly related to many areas 

of study such as cell migration, differentiation, focal adhesion, and population 

expansion amongst others [32]. Each of these outputs is directly related to cell type 

with one notable example being mesenchymal stem cells. Matrix stiffness has 

been shown to directly impact with softer materials being neuro- or adipogenic and 

stiffer materials being osteogenic [33, 34]. Attention to these properties is essential 
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for creating representative matrices. Common biomaterials for use with organoids 

include collagen, hyaluronic acid, gelatin, and chitosan among others [35, 36]. 

These can be used as hydrogels in which cells are encapsulated during the 

formation of these matrices, or as scaffolds that are formed first, after which cells 

are directly seeded into. Hydrogels capable of encapsulation can often times be 

tailored to biofabrication approaches such as bioprinting as well to improve design 

and throughput of organoid creation. Hybrid approaches exist also, such as 

embedding aggregated tissue spheroids within hydrogels to form larger multi-

colony, and highly functional tissue construct models [37]. 

 

Hyaluronic Acid  

One ECM component commonly used as a hydrogel for 3D cell culture is 

hyaluronic acid or hyaluronan (HA), a non-sulfated linear glycosaminoglycan 

(GAG). It is composed of two repeating disaccharide units, D-glucuronic acid and 

N-acetyl glucosamine, with native molecular weight ranging between 5-20,000 kDa 

in most tissue [38]. As a biomaterial, the carboxyl group located on the D-

glucuronic acid unit and hydroxyl group on the N-acetyl glucosamine allows for the 

addition of function groups for crosslinking, making it a common biomaterial for 3D 

cell culture and tissue regeneration applications. The material is anionic due to the 

high negative charge from the D-glucuronic acid unit. It is also characterized as 

hydrophilic due to the polar side chains of each of the disaccharide units; this 

property allows the material to become swollen and hold water.   
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In the body HA is synthesized by three HA synthase proteins yielding high 

molecular weight-HA (HMW-HA) above 200kDa [38]. When catabolized by 

hyaluronidases, mechanical force, or oxidative stress the HA is degraded and can 

yield low molecular weight-HA (LMW-HA) considered to be less than 200kDa [39]. 

Broadly, it can be found throughout the body within tissue specific ECM as one of 

its primary components and has traditionally been known for its presence in 

synovial fluid, cartilage, and skin, but is not limited to these areas [40]. LMW-HA 

has been considered pro-inflammatory, pro-cancerous, and implicated wound 

healing processes; in contrast, HMW-HA is shown to be anti-inflammatory and 

anti-cancerous [38, 39]. Collective, HA is shown to be closely tied to many tissue 

components such as architecture, cell motility, cell adhesion, and proliferation[38]. 

 

Cell-Adhesive Peptides 

Many hydrogels, HA included, require the addition of adhesive components for 

integration of cells to better form tissue or tissue models. As mentioned, HMW-HA 

is anti-cancerous but more specifically is anti-proliferative and anti-migratory [41]. 

These functions hinder cancer like behavior but can also be limiting in cell culture 

applications. One method for mediating this limitation is through the addition of 

adhesive peptide sequences. The addition of the sequences can allow for 

improved cell-matrix interactions and integration into the HA hydrogel which may 

directly promote behaviors such as survival, proliferation, and migration. The 

sequences commonly used are those that can be naturally found within the tissue 

microenvironment which can allow for better replication of in vivo behavior [41]. 
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The peptides used are notably only single specific motifs found on natural ECM 

components and do not fully replace the actual ECM component, they are often 

referred to as biomimetic ECM peptides [41, 42]. This can be a benefit in that 

outcomes can be controlled by specific sequence-receptor interactions rather than 

total protein-receptor interactions which can be hard to fully understand. Using only 

specific adhesive peptide sequences, behavioral outcomes can be quantified and 

directly related to added components while also utilizing a natural HA backbone.  

 

The most common peptide sequence used in cell culture applications is RGD 

(arginine-glycine-aspartic acid) [43]. This sequence can be found in many different 

cell adhesion proteins but has been most closely related to fibronectin (FN). FN 

specifically helps form the fibrillar ECM through interactions with cells[44]. It has 

been shown to play a major role in development, tissue repair, cancer progression 

and invasion, and inflammation [45]. For such processes to occur, FN must re-

assemble and cell receptors must be present; many receptors have been found to 

play a role in interacting with FN. Interactions with a5b1 and anb3 integrins are 

most noted for cell adhesion, spreading, and matrix assembly. Studies have 

recently shown that a5b1 may be more crucial for initial adhesion and spreading, 

and anb3 may play a more prominent role in creating stable focal adhesions [46]. 

 

Organoid Culture for Modeling Metabolism and Disease 

Organoids for Tissue Modeling [18] 
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Organoids can be defined as three-dimensional constructs comprised of tissue-

specific cells with the intention of recapitulating the cellular microenvironment; 

organoids may also include ECM components or biomaterials to achieve this aim 

[4].  Traditional in vitro 2D cultures fail to recapitulate the 3D microenvironment of 

in vivo tissues [47]. Drug diffusion kinetics vary dramatically, drug doses effective 

in 2D are often ineffective when scaled to patients, and cell-cell/cell-matrix 

interactions are inaccurate [48, 49]. Tissue culture dishes have 3 major differences 

from the tissue where the tumor was isolated: surface topography, surface 

stiffness, and a 2D rather than 3D architecture. As a consequence, 2D culture 

places a selective pressure on cells that could substantially alter their molecular 

and phenotypic properties. The use of organoids has become common across 

numerous fields as it is becoming the gold standard for organ and tissue replication 

ex vivo [3-5]. These bioengineered platforms support a variety of applications with 

implications in both research and clinical applications. Organoids allow for 

advancement of studies utilizing 3D environments in comparison to traditional 2D 

cultures, which can be limiting when trying to replicate tissue-level physiology [6]. 

3D culture allows for more nuanced control of cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions, 

stiffness, addition of biochemical factors, and modulation of tissue density – 

altogether allowing tailoring of the ECM to fit the tissue of interest [5]. These 

aspects are vital for the success of drug development platforms and precision 

medicine applications, as it is important to maintain in vivo like cellular behavior. 

The use of organoids over traditional 2D tissue culture has become broadly 

accepted in recent years as differences in genotype, phenotype, and cellular 
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behavior have been recognized between 2D and 3D cultures [50, 51]. Each of 

these differences can contribute to cellular and tissue changes which are directly 

related to drug response, disease progression, and overall function [50].  

 

Each organ-specific organoid often contains multiple cell types that are normally 

found within the target tissue [5]. The ratio of cell types is optimized to induce 

organoid function which can be measured using organ-specific biomarkers or other 

assays [51-53]. Tissues can be free-formed through cell-cell aggregation in 

hanging drop or round-bottom non-adherent culture plates, which yield spheroids, 

or may be created using hydrogels in which the cells are embedded within 

synthetic polymers or ECM components. Spheroids are also commonly created 

and then embedded into hydrogels [54, 55]. With many methods for creation, the 

term organoid is a broadly used term for organ- or tissue-specific 3D cultures.  

 

Cell Selection for Organoids [15] 

Each tissue consists of a unique set of cell types and proportions; because of this, 

cells for experimentation must also be carefully considered for creating 

physiologically accurate models as they play a direct role in creating and 

interacting with ECM. Although disease models must be indicative of the specific 

cell type in which the disease inflicts, the surrounding cells and microenvironment 

produced will also have substantial effects [56]. Cell type is predominantly 

dependent on tissue type of interest and multiple cell types may be required to best 

replicate it. In vitro, it is often times impossible to incorporate each of the cell types 
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necessary to make an in vivo tissue as isolation and in vitro survival of each can 

be challenging. To make the most relevant model while still maintaining a 

reasonable number of cell types, the quantitative outcomes being measured 

should be considered and directly related to which cells will produce the results. 

From this point, other cell types that may impact that results should also be 

considered as cells are both interacting with the present ECM as well as creating 

and secreting additional ECM components.  

 

Use of Organoids in Drug Studies [57] 

In recent years, organoids have been widely employed for dose and time-

dependent drug compound toxicity studies. Such studies are being conducted on 

the drug-targeted tissues, as well as tissues that are toxin sensitive such as the 

liver and heart. Organoids have allowed for individual study of relevant tissue types 

to better understand response to drug compounds and toxins with relation to dose 

and time. Recently, published studies have shown evidence that the connection of 

multiple different tissue type organoids through microfluidic and –on-a-chip 

devices can allow for a more complete understanding of how the body as a whole 

may respond to drug [37, 58, 59]. Each of the tissue types within the system can 

be studied in depth to understand their response and how they may have played 

a role in the integrated response of other organoids [52]. An example of such an 

application is screening of recalled drugs, which provided validation of an organoid 

system in that the organoid platform exhibit negative side effects similar to those 

reported in human patients by the FDA [5].  
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Organoids for Liver Modeling (Metabolism) 

Liver tissue is complex: the organization of hepatocytes, hepatic stellate cells, 

Kuppfer cells, hepatic endothelial cells, and ECM are all required to appropriately 

create the microenvironment of hepatic lobules, making it challenging to replicate 

in vitro [60]. This has been exemplified in the inability of 2D hepatocyte cultures to 

support even minor liver functions [61, 62]. Hepatocytes are often unable to 

maintain function and survive in 2D for extended periods potentially due to the 

inability to form in vivo-like structures; this limits the utility of 2D systems in drug 

screening and disease modeling studies [62, 63]. However, placing cultures into 

3D form factors has not completely eliminated the challenges of culturing 

hepatocytes. Current models are primarily comprised of cell aggregates with little 

to no additional ECM components. Of those using ECM components, one of 

primary interest is collagen type I (COL I) as it has ideal properties for cell 

reorganization and has been shown to allow for lobule-like structures to form with 

regard to liver function and organ modeling [64-66]. 

 

In the liver, hepatocytes are the primary functional cell consisting of approximately 

60% of liver-specific cells and 80% of liver mass [67].  The liver microenvironment 

has many key ECM components that may impact hepatocyte behavior with relation 

to change in phenotype and ultimately functionality of the liver. These components 

specifically include hyaluronic acid, laminin, fibronectin, and collagen which have 

each been shown to be upregulated in the diseased microenvironment [68, 69]. 
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Hepatic stellate cells are directly tied to the presence of these components as they 

both synthesize and remodel them.  

 

Hepatic stellate cells (HSC) have been shown to play a major role the development 

of cirrhosis and microenvironment remodeling, thus having a significant impact on 

the environment in which hepatocytes reside. Normal HSCs in the healthy liver can 

be described as mesenchymal cells that do not significantly impact function and 

reside near sinusoids while also extending across the space of Disse to contact 

hepatocytes [70]. When activated through hepatic fibrogenesis they transform into 

myofibroblast like cells, also referred to as activated HSCs, which can disrupt the 

ECM and have it take on a disease like phenotype. 

 

Organoids for Cancer Modeling (Disease) 

To date, a wide variety of cancer organoids and tumor-on-a-chip systems have 

been developed. Organoids for cancer cell studies are often created utilizing 

spheroids, hydrogels, or a combination of both, numerous cell types, and tissue 

specific medias and growth factors. Cancer-related studies can be done directly 

on the organoids to more clearly understand disease progression and response to 

drug treatment. In creating the organoids, both homo- and heterogeneous cultures 

can be employed to study of tumor cells and their response to treatment. 

Homogenous cultures are of value in that direct tumor cell behavior and 

interactions between tumor cells of a single origin can be studied. Heterogeneous 

cultures, however, offer insight into how a more complete tumor environment may 
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respond to external stimuli. These studies can show how both the tumor and 

stromal cells respond and further interact with each other under stress. Spheroids 

have been primarily employed for in vitro cancer studies but rely on cell-cell 

interactions alone which may not be representative of the in vivo environment and 

may inappropriately represent drug efficacy or cell response to stimuli.  This 

creates a greater need for the use of biomaterials to create 3D cell cultures, as 

these environments allow for cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions. Once fabricated 

the organoids can additionally be used for applications such as body- and organ-

on-a-chip in which they are placed in fabricated devices and studied in connection 

with other tissue and organ cell types to determine systemic drug response.  

 

Cancer Precision Medicine  

Advancement in technology as well as increased public interest in precision 

medicine has amplified the need for patient specific models. Precision medicine 

can broadly be defined as individualized diagnosis and treatment utilizing 

strategies targeting patient or disease specific genetic, proteomic, and phenotypic 

characteristics [18, 71]. Currently in the clinic, genetic sequencing of a patient’s 

tumor is done and its response to a variety of chemotherapeutic treatments is 

predicted [72]. However, as is the case with cancer, not all mutations are related 

to treatment and although informative may not be able to predict drug response 

accurately (Figure 1). This makes utilization of 3D organoid models important as 

they may allow for more effective prediction of tumor treatment response in 

comparison to genetics alone.  
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Organoid models specifically allow for cells from the patient to be cultured and 

expanded to study the disease ex vivo while still maintaining in vivo genotype [73, 

74]. These models have been previously leveraged to maintain and expand patient 

cell populations in culture to observe their behavior, progression, and response to 

drug treatments [75]. These models require a minimal number of cells to 

recapitulate in vivo tumor behavior and can be used for many applications 

previously listed [37]. Utilizing already designed disease models, patient cells can 

be used in place of commercially available cell lines to create personalized models 

more representative of the patient specific disease. These studies are 

advantageous over disease models using cell lines as each patient has unique 

mutations that allow insight into genetic variation, cell type heterogeneity, and 

patient-specific variations [18]. This also reduces generalization of the disease and 

give researchers and patients a more individualized understanding of their specific 

disease state. Unlike today, these models would allow for clinicians to determine 

if the patient is an appropriate candidate for the study and further if they are at 

increased risk during the clinical trial for adverse outcomes. Additionally, such 

models may yield substantial financial benefit as they may reduce poor patient 

outcomes and allow for improved monitoring of disease progression and response. 
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Figure 1. Precision medicine for diagnostics and treatment prediction. 

Utilizing 3D culture models produce via bioprinting will allow for a large number of 

patient specific samples to be tested for drug efficacy to determine the best 

treatments based on response and not genetics alone. Although still in its infancy, 

traditional methods for precision medicine include collecting DNA from patient 

samples, carrying out genetic characterization and reducing drug selection through 

mutations, and finally selecting a drug based on clinician best guess. Through the 

use of biofabricated 3D cell cultures and bioprinting, drug screening can be carried 

out on patient-specific models to determine best treatments. [15] 
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Chapter Summaries 

Chapter 2: Hyaluronic Acid-Collagen I Hydrogel Development & Testing 

The goal of chapter 2 was to utilize thiolated hyaluronic acid and methacrylated 

collagen to yield a hydrogel with biologically relevant materials and mechanical 

control. Combination of the biomaterial was performed and characterization of 

several formulations was carried out to determine the optimal biomaterial for 

viability and cell adhesion, and for use as a bioink within the context of bioprinting. 

The hydrogel was characterized using hepatic stellate cells. The finalized HA-

collagen formulation served as a base hydrogel biomaterial, comprised of two of 

most prevalent components in the ECM. 

 

Chapter 3: Use of Specialized Hydrogels to Create Patient-Derived Tumor 

Organoid Models 

The goal of chapter 3 was to replicate the in vivo tissue and study 

chemotherapeutic response of primary patient-derived tumor cells grown in 3D 

hyaluronic acid-based hydrogel cell culture in comparison to standard culture 

methods. Utilizing 3D hydrogel culture techniques, we were able to replicate the in 

vivo microenvironment, thus yielding tumor organoid models of several cancer 

types that underwent chemosensitivity screening. Recapitulation of in vivo tumor 

biology was verified through cell type identification and characterization as well as 

difference in response to chemotherapeutics. 
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Chapter 4: Engineering a Modular Biomimetic Hydrogel for Liver Modeling 

The goal of chapter 4 was to synthesize functionalized hyaluronic acid with 

peptide ECM components to yield a hydrogel with characteristics appropriate for 

3D cell culture that would also allow for modulation to yield changes in hepatic 

stellate cell phenotypes and directly impact liver functionality. A new HA hydrogel 

base component variant was synthesized and characterized. The hydrogels were 

further customized with thiolated adhesive RGD peptides and TGF-ß was 

administered. Liver cells were characterized within the well-defined hydrogels to 

best understand how adhesive peptide sequences and cytokine treatment affect 

phenotype and functionality. 

 

Chapter 5: Conclusion 

Proper design of the cell microenvironment in vitro is essential for recreation of in 

vivo tissue for use in disease modeling and treatment response. The development 

of unique 3D cell culture models has played an important role in the advancement 

of models and here specifically we have been able to show the importance of 

hydrogel formulations for different culture applications, the value of 3D over 2D 

culture, and the impact of specific adhesive and soluble factors on cell phenotype 

and functionality. Collectively, this work has led to insights into the importance of 

proper cell microenvironment design and has employed numerous methods to 

design ideal cell culture systems. 
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Chapter 6: Future Directions 

The goal of chapter 6 was to address future directions related to the research 

previously conducted to expand on the value of the hydrogels developed. Work 

done in chapter 4 indicates that extracellular matrix components will have a direct 

impact on hepatocellular carcinoma response to drug treatment. Future work 

related to HCC being placed into the hydrogels with and without ECM components 

and hepatic stellate cells would allow for the determination of the impact of the 

induced diseased microenvironment on phenotype.  
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Abstract 

Current 3D printing of tissue is restricted by the use of biomaterials that do not 

recapitulate the native properties of the extracellular matrix (ECM). These 

restrictions have thus far prevented optimization of composition and structure of 

the in vivo tissue microenvironment. The artificial nature of currently used 

biomaterials affects cellular phenotype and function of the bioprinted tissues, and 

results in inaccurate modeling of disease and drug metabolism significantly. 

Collagen type I is the major structural component in the ECM, and is widely used 

as a 3D hydrogel, but is less applicable for 3D bioprinting due to low viscosity and 

slow polymerization. We have hypothesized that a combination of hyaluronic acid 

with collagen I yields a bioink with the properties required for extrusion bioprinting, 

while supporting native cell–matrix interactions and preservation of the native 

microenvironment properties. To test this hypothesis, we tested the viscoelastic 

properties of three bioink formulations –2:1, 3:1, and 4:1 collagen type I to 

hyaluronic acid, and examined cellular behavior in order to determine an optimal 

formulation that allows for bioprinting while supporting biological activity. We then 

employed this formulation to bioprint 3D liver tissue constructs containing primary 

human hepatocytes and liver stellate cells and tested the effects of 

acetaminophen, a common liver toxicant. Our results have shown that the 

combination of methacrylated collagen type I and thiolated hyaluronic acid yield a 

simple, printable bioink that allows for modulation that was directly related to 

stromal cell elongation. Further, the bioink adequately allowed for implementation 
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as a support hydrogel for hepatocytes which were able to remain viable over two 

weeks and responded to drug treatment appropriately. 

 

Introduction 

In the last two decades, it has become apparent that three-dimensional (3D) 

culture can have a variety of benefits over traditional two-dimensional (2D) cell 

culture[1-3]. Use of 3D culture allows for customized topography, stiffness, and 

material composition, which can facilitate cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions vital 

for tissue formation and function[3, 4]. Importantly, it allows cells to interact in all 

directions with extracellular matrix (ECM) components and neighboring cells 

allowing tissue-like structures to form rather than being restricted by substrate and 

media interfaces found in traditional 2D cell culture [4]. Although 3D culture is not 

new, the use of biomaterials in 3D culture settings has been limited by the inability 

to make complex biological structures and designs due to size, material, 

compositional, and technological constraints[5]. In parallel, advancements in 

bioprinting have decreased costs and increased the accessibility of commercial 

benchtop bioprinters allowing straightforward extrusion of materials and efficient 

development of simple printed tissue constructs. Continued advancements have 

allowed the creation of more complex 3D structures using multiple biomaterials 

and cell types in combination [6]. The numerous available bioprinting modalities, 

including inkjet, laser-assisted, and extrusion bioprinting, have their own specific 

benefits which facilitate customization of prints for numerous applications [7]. 

Extrusion bioprinting, which is currently the most utilize bioprinting modality in 
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biomedical research, specifically allows for bioink and tissue customization by 

placing few restrictions on cells used[6]. However, current biomaterials are 

restrictive in that they are either easy to print or ideal for cell culture, but typically 

not both [8]. Hydrogel bioinks for extrusion bioprinting must be viscous enough to 

print, but elastic enough to maintain their structure, while also maintaining cell 

viability and supporting cellular function [8, 9].  

 

Hydrogels are broadly defined as polymer networks that are often crosslinked 

together and have the ability to swell in aqueous environments [10]. There are 

many biomedical applications of hydrogels which both include and in turn 

contributed greatly to stem cell-based therapy, tissue engineering and 

regenerative medicine, organoid formation, pathophysiological studies, and drug 

screening [10, 11]. Of these applications, many leverage the 3D nature of 

hydrogels to create tissues or scaffolds and may be well suited for bioprinting 

through utilization of bioinks. Bioinks are more specifically defined as materials 

used in 3D bioprinting that allow for spatially controlled patterning of cells and 

biocompatible materials; these materials include hydrogels [9]. Some commercial 

bioinks have the previously described ideal properties, but they fail to offer 

physiologically relevant ECM components for replication of cell-cell and cell-matrix 

interactions found in vivo. The most common bioinks are typically comprised of 

polyethylene glycol (PEG), collagen, alginate, hyaluronic acid, gelatin, fibrin, or 

polycaprolactone (PCL) [9, 12]. Each bioink has unique properties that can either 

benefit or hinder bio-printability or tissue development [8, 12]. With the exception 
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of collagen, each biomaterial described above requires the addition of a crosslinker 

and crosslinking speed can vary significantly [9, 12]. Crosslinking components and 

time required for crosslinking can both adversely affect cells and should be 

appropriately balanced with the benefits of the biocompatibility of the bioink being 

used [13, 14].  Additionally, some materials do not provide physiologically relevant 

cell adhesion points and force cell-cell interactions (e.g. alginate and PEG) [15]. 

Although this is an improvement over standard 2D culture, it is still limiting and may 

not represent the cellular microenvironment of the target in vivo tissue. Materials 

that allow for more ideal cell-matrix interactions are often challenging to print, the 

best example being collagen[14]. Although collagen is an ideal material for in vivo-

like tissue replication, it is a poor bioink because it has time- and temperature-

sensitive crosslinking [12]. Starting as a low viscosity liquid, neutralized collagen 

begins to exhibit fiber self-assembly unless solution temperature is well controlled. 

Within 30 minutes hydrogen bond formation between collagen fibers produces a 

solidified gel. This is problematic for bioprinting because collagen crosslinking is 

continuous prior to reaching gel state, meaning that it is difficult to control, resulting 

in variable viscosity and elastic modulus throughout the printing process or solution 

heterogeneity. Nevertheless, because collagen is the most abundant component 

in the ECM of nearly every tissue in the human body, there is great impetus to 

develop bioink biomaterials comprised of collagen with which 3D tissue constructs 

can be bioprinted.  
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A physiologically representative 3D microenvironment is vital to the development 

of in vitro tissue models, such as liver [16, 17]. Liver tissue is complex: the 

organization of hepatocytes, hepatic stellate cells, and ECM are all required to 

appropriately create the microenvironment of hepatic lobules [18]. This has been 

exemplified in the inability of 2D hepatocyte cultures to support even minor liver 

functions [19, 20]. Hepatocytes are often unable to maintain function and survive 

in 2D for extended periods potentially due to the inability to form in vivo-like 

structures; this limits the utility of 2D systems in drug screening and disease 

modeling studies [20, 21]. However, placing cultures into 3D form factors has not 

completely eliminated the challenges of culturing hepatocytes. Current models are 

primarily comprised of cell aggregates with little to no additional ECM components. 

Of those using ECM components, one of primary interest is collagen type I (COL 

I) as it has ideal properties for cell reorganization and has been shown to allow for 

useful structures to form with regard to liver function and organ modeling [22-24]. 

As previously discussed, COL I alone is not advantageous for printing and thus a 

multi-component hybrid bioink is a potential solution for achieving ideal 

physiological relevance and bio-printability. 

 

In this study, we combined methacrylated COL I with thiolated hyaluronic acid (HA) 

to produce a bioink that is printable with physiologically relevant native ECM-

derived components. We hypothesized that an intermediate ratio of COL I to HA 

is both best for printing and tissue organization in comparison to an industry 

standard HA/gelatin hydrogel. To test this hypothesis, matrix organization, printing 
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properties, and cell biocompatibility of the bioinks were analyzed and compared. 

Two hepatic stellate cell types were used within three bioink formulation made of 

COL I and HA for cell viability and functional testing. Further, a hepatocellular liver 

model was bioprinted to assess whether the bioink could support liver function and 

drug response. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first COL I/HA hybrid bioink 

for 3D bioprinting. Through utilization of a functioning liver model, we have been 

able to show strong support for the use of COL I/HA hybrid bioinks in bioprinting 

applications. 

 

Methods  

Hydrogel Formulation 

Hydrogel formulations were prepared by combining methacrylated collagen type 1 

(collagen) and thiolated HA in three ratios for initial testing and characterization (as 

illustrated in Fig. 2A). Collagen was prepared at 6mg/mL per manufacturer’s 

instructions excluding the provided photoinitiator (Advanced Biomatrix, San Diego, 

CA). Prior to use with HA, collagen was neutralized using manufacturer provided 

neutralization solution at 85 µL of solution per milliliter of collagen. HA was 

prepared at 2 mg/mL by re-suspending Heprasil (heparinized and thiolated HA, 

ESI BIO, Alameda, CA) in 1 mL deionized water with 0.1% w/v photoinitiator 

(Sigma Aldrich, 410896, St. Louis, MO). Three ratios of collagen to HA were used 

for optimization studies (2:1, 3:1, and 4:1). 
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Figure 2. Hybrid Bioink Characterization. (A) An illustration of hybrid bioink 

chemistry between thiolated hyaluronic acid and methacrylated collagen. UV 

radiation drives a thiol-ene reaction facilitated by the included photoinitiator. 

Additionally, methacrylate linkage occurs between COL I fibers to allow collagen-

collagen binding. To characterize each bioink, G’ and G” were measured for each 

formulation before crosslinking (B) and after printing and UV radiation crosslinking 

(C). Loss tangents (G’/G”) can be used as a measure of printability and were 

calculated for each formulation before and after crosslinking (D). Student’s T-tests 

were performed to compare shear storage moduli between the non-crosslinked 

and crosslinked conditions for each biomaterial condition, non-crosslinked 
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conditions were significantly different than the crosslinked conditions (p<0.005) (B, 

C). *: p<0.05, **: p<0.01, ***: p<0.005, ****: p<0.001 

  

Rheology Characterization 

A Discovery HR-2 Rheometer (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE) with an 8mm 

parallel plate geometry was used to collect the rheological data.  After hydrogel 

precursor preparation, 200 µL of the reaction mixture was transferred into a 

12mm diameter x 5mm depth PDMS well. The PDMS well containing the reaction 

mixture was then either measured as is or exposed to ultraviolet (UV) radiation of 

1.9 W/cm2 for 2 seconds at a distance of 1 cm, resulting in instantaneous photo-

initiated polymerization and hydrogel formation. To ensure standard conditions 

across all experiments the geometry was lowered into the gels until a calibration 

normal force of 0.04 N was achieved. Following, an oscillatory shear-stress 

sweep test (0.6 – 10.0 Pa, 1.0 Hz, 25ºC) was applied to hydrogels of each 

collagen to HA ratio (2:1, 3:1, 4:1). This experiment was repeated in triplicate for 

each condition. Average values for storage and shear loss moduli, G’ and G” 

respectively, were determined for each condition. 
 

Bioprinting 

An Allevi 2 bioprinter (Allevi, Philadelphia, PA) with 28G blunt end needle was used 

for printability testing and liver model printing. Previous to any printing, bioink 

solutions were combined and allowed to rest on ice for 45 minutes. A single bioink 

layer was extruded at 4 kPa pressure with a speed of 50 mm/s in a four spoke 
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shape created via 3D software. Printability testing was performed using bioinks 

without cells and printed onto 5 cm tissue culture plastic dishes and then imaged, 

after which measurements for quantification were taken using ImageJ software. 

Liver model printing was performed in 6-well tissue culture plastic plates with a thin 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) coating to prevent cell outgrowth onto plastic 

substrates. All printed structures were crosslinked using UV irradiation 

immediately after printing for 10 seconds with UV light being passed over the entire 

structure during that time.  

 

Lx2 and aHSC Stellate Cell Culture 

A human hepatic stellate cell line (Lx2) and primary fetal activated hepatic stellate 

cells (aHSC) were independently cultured on tissue culture plastic plates and used 

between passages 7 and 10 for experimentation[25-27]. Both cell types were 

expanded until reaching 70-80% confluency in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium 

with 10% fetal bovine serum and 200u/mL penicillin and streptomycin (DMEM-10) 

(Gibco, Gaithersburg, MD). Cells were then retrieved from culture for bioink 

experiments using 0.05% Trypsin-EDTA (ThermoFisher Scientic, Waltham, MA) 

[27]. For bioink cultures, constructs were made using Lx2 or aHSCs at 5 million 

cells/mL. Cells were combined with bioink and 10 µL droplets of cell-gel solution 

were individually deposited into 48-well plastic plates that had been previously 

coated in a thin layer of PDMS. Constructs were sustained for 7 days with media 

changes on days 3 and 6 with DMEM-10. On day 7 experimentation was 

concluded and constructs were sacrificed for LIVE/DEAD cell viability assay 
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(ThermoFisher Scientic, Waltham, MA) and fixation for histological processing. In 

addition to collagen/HA bioink formulations, an HA/gelatin hydrogel (Hystem-HP, 

ESI BIO) was also used for cell culture as a baseline for viability comparisons, and 

was prepared according to the manufacturer’s instructions.  

 

Hepatocyte Cell Culture and Liver Model 

Primary human hepatocytes (Triangle Research Labs, Morrisville, NC) were 

bioprinted for the study of functionality within the bioink. Hepatocytes were thawed 

from a frozen cryovial and re-suspended in 10 mL hepatocyte complete media 

(HCM) (Lonza, Walkersville, MD). Hepatocytes were counted, centrifuged, and re-

suspended in 3:1 (collagen:HA) bioink at 5 million cells/mL. Four-spoke structures 

were printed using the same design as that of the printability testing and contained 

hepatocytes that were grown for 15 days. Printing was done at 4 kPa pressure with 

a speed of 50mm/s in a single layer. On day 6, 100mM acetaminophen (APAP) 

was added to two printed liver structures. Triplicate controls were maintained in 

parallel, and fresh media with or without APAP based on experimental group was 

refreshed every three days throughout the remainder of the experiment. 

 

Viability Assays 

LIVE/DEAD cell viability assays were performed using calcian AM and ethidium 

homodimer-1 reagents (1:500 each) in DPBS (ThermoFisher Scientific). Samples 

were incubated with the staining solution at 37ºC for 30 minutes after which they 

were washed and stored in DPBS before imaging on a Leica TCS LSI macro-
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confocal microscope (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany). Live and dead stained cells were 

counted manually and a ratio of live to dead cells was calculated for each cell 

condition. Cellular aspect ratios were calculated from thresholded LIVE/DEAD 

images using the Analyze Particles measurement in Fiji [28]. 

 

Histological Processing 

Stellate cell tissue constructs and bioprinted liver structures were washed twice 

with DPBS and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 1 hour then additionally 

washed twice with DPBS. Cultures were histologically processed, paraffin 

embedded, and sectioned at 5 µm thickness. Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and 

picrosirius red staining was conducted on each of the stellate cell constructs 

conditions (ab150681, Abcam, San Francisco, CA), while H&E was conducted on 

bioprinted liver models. Images were captured on an Olympus BX63 brightfield 

microscope with picrosirius red images captured using polarized light.  

 

Functionality Assays 

Media aliquots were collected from liver models of n=2 or greater every 3 days for 

a total of 15 days in culture. Collected aliquots were stored at -80ºC until assays 

were performed. Human albumin (Abcam) and glutathione s-transferase alpha 

(alpha-GST, Oxford Biomedical Research, Rochester Hills, MI) ELISAs and a 

human urea (Abcam) colorimetric assay were performed following the 

manufacturers’ instructions.  
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Results  

Physical Characterization 

Characterization of the hydrogel compositions; collagen:HA 2:1, 3:1, and 4:1,  was 

performed via shear storage and loss moduli measurements before and after UV 

exposure to induce crosslinking (Figure 2). The shear storage modulus (G’) 

represents the elastic component of a material and specifically measures the 

stored energy of the material. The shear loss modulus (G”) represents the viscous 

component of the material and measures the energy released from the material. 

These properties are important for biomaterials used for 3D printing because they 

determine the interplay between the ability of a material to flow versus to maintain 

its shape. Previously, it has been determined that materials with greater G’ than 

G” are more printable than those with large G” components as long as the material 

remains able to flow. To determine if a material is applicable for bioprinting, the 

loss tangent is used which is calculated as G”/G’[29]. Materials are more elastic 

as the loss tangent decreases and more viscous as it increases[29, 30]. Previously 

characterized commercial bioinks have loss tangents between 0.30 and 0.45 

during printing and decrease to below 0.2 when crosslinked[31]. Since the 

biomaterial is first extruded and then crosslinked by UV light, we performed moduli 

measurements on each formulation before exposure to UV, in order to determine 

the physical characteristics as they would be printed, and after UV crosslinking. 

However, it should be noted that given the nature of the thiolated HA and 

methacrylated collagen, some pH-driven crosslinking may occur spontaneously. 

Hydrogels were left on ice for 45 minutes prior to testing in order to allow for any 
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linking driven by thiol-methacrylate reactions (Figure 2A). All three formulations 

show a greater storage modulus in comparison to loss modulus but appropriately 

balance each other by yielding loss tangents between 0.29 and 0.33 (Figure 2B). 

After UV mediated crosslinking of the materials, the shear storage modulus (G’) is 

increased significantly across all conditions when compared to uncrosslinked 

materials (p<0.005). The shear loss modulus however does not significantly 

change before and after UV crosslinking, and due to these changes, all loss 

tangents decreased below 0.1, indicating the material has become more elastic 

(Figure 2B-C). In the crosslinked form, each of the hydrogels (2:1, 3:1, 4:1 

collagen:HA) maintain their shape, are able to be grasped with forceps, and 

maintain integrity for an observed time of greater than 60 days in DPBS. 

 

Printability Measures 

We assessed printability of each formulation by measuring stability of hydrogels 

after mixing of COL I and HA and by printing a set structure using a benchtop 

extrusion bioprinter (Figure 3A). A 4-spoke structure (illustrated in Figure 3A) was 

used to test the ability of the hydrogels to form measurable structures in both 

straight and curved lines. Printing of each set of structures was conducted over a 

period of 45 minutes with 8 structures being produced for each hydrogel 

formulation (2:1, 3:1, 4:1 collagen:HA). Time included removal and replacement of 

plates. Each of the structures was immediately crosslinked after printing. For both 

the 2:1 and 3:1 mixtures, the printed material was visually homogenous throughout 

the 30-minute printing duration. Printability of hydrogels extended to approximately 
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45 minutes within the bioprinter. The 4:1 mixture displayed visual phase separation 

after 30 minutes. Overall consistency of each of the printed structures following UV 

exposure was assessed by measuring the diameter in two locations, the arm 

length and width of all 4 arms (4 measurements per structure) (Figure 3E). Within 

the 30-minute printing period, each of the hydrogel mixtures appear to produce 

similar structures and there were no statistically significant differences found. 

 

 

Figure 3. Bioprinting of Hybrid Bioink and Printability Characterization. A 

desktop extrusion bioprinter was used to print a 4-spoke wheel structure (illustrated 

in A, printed structure in B,C). To assess the consistency of bioink printability, 

spoke width, spoke length, and wheel diameter (D) of printed structures were 

measured (E). All formulations displayed similar printability and consistency as 

there were no differences found in structure measurements between bioinks. 
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Cell Viability and Collagen Characterization  

Bioprinting is intended for creating supportive microenvironments that should 

facilitate cell viability and function. LIVE/DEAD assays were conducted to 

determine biocompatibility of each hydrogel mixture, and that of a commercially 

available hydrogel comprised of HA and gelatin[32, 33]. Lx2 and aHSCs are 

hepatic stellate cells and were chosen in order to test their ability to interact with 

their microenvironment and the extracellular matrix [34]. Both of the cell types were 

grown in each of the four formulations (HA/gelatin, 2:1, 3:1, 4:1 COL I:HA) for 7 

days and a LIVE/DEAD cell viability assay was performed. The stained structures 

were imaged using macro-confocal microscopy and the percentage of viable cells 

in each condition was calculated using manual cell counts from each image 

collected for each of the conditions (Figure 4A,D). We observed >80% of viable 

cells for each of the formulations, indicating that all were able to support cell 

viability (Figure 4B,E). The microscope images additionally show cell/matrix 

interactions of the activated stellate cells vs. the more naïve Lx2 cells (Figure 

4A,D) [34, 35]. Interestingly, the 3:1 and 4:1 formulations induced more 

pronounced cell shape changes in aHSCs, suggesting that an increase in COL I 

supports better cell-matrix attachments and cell spreading. Quantification of cell 

aspect ratio (Figure 4C,F) support this observation as aHSCs in the 3:1 and 4:1 

formulation display higher aspect ratios, or more elongation, when compared to 

HA/gelatin culture conditions. No differences in aspect ratio were measured in Lx2 

cells.  
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Figure 4. Bioink Biocompatibility and Viability Analysis. To assess the 

biocompatibility of bioink formulations, a Live/Dead assay was performed using 

Lx2 and aHSC cells. Representative images were taken of stained Lx2 cells (A) 

as well as stained aHSCs (D) in all three bioink formulations as well as a 

commercially available hyaluronic acid-gelatin hydrogel. Images were then 

manually quantified to determine percentage of lives cells for comparison of overall 

viability of Lx2 cells (B) and aHSCs (E). No differences were found in cell viability 

between bioink formulations. Morphological differences were quantified by 

measuring cellular aspect ratio (major axis/minor axis) for each condition (C, F). 

****: p<0.001 vs Hystem. 

 

To further assess cell-matrix interaction we performed H&E and Picrosirius Red 

(PSR) staining of the printed constructs. Lx2 cells behave similarly in all hydrogel 
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formulations as well as the commercial HA/gelatin hydrogel with all cells forming 

aggregates which do not appear to be remodeling or interacting with the 

surrounding collagen (Figure 5A, C). Conversely, aHSCs exhibit elongation within 

the collagen-based hydrogel (3:1 and 4:1) which further indicates an increase in 

cell-matrix interaction with cultures including these cells (Figure 5C). Additionally, 

PSR staining was used to characterize collagen remodeling (fiber bundling) in 

these structures (Figure 5B, D).  Red and orange signal denotes bundled collagen, 

which can be observed around cells in all hydrogel formulations but is absent in 

the HA/gelatin samples.  
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Figure 5. Histological Staining of Cell-Matrix Interaction. H&E staining was 

performed on both the Lx2 and aHSC constructs to visualize cells within each 

bioink formulation (A, C). Cells that exhibit matrix interaction will elongate (denoted 

by arrows). Picrosirius red staining was also performed to visualize collagen 

deposition and bundling (orange/red signal labels collagen) within the bioinks (B, 

D). Deposited collagen will appear as short, random fibers, and red signal denotes 

bundled collagen. 
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Liver Model 

Hepatocytes are integral for liver function and make up approximately 80% of the 

entire liver to carry out metabolic and detoxifying activities. Hepatocytes, although 

well characterized, can be challenging to grow in vitro and have low viability and 

minimal function if not cultured in the correct environment. Current in vitro 

techniques for use of hepatocytes in drug toxicity testing and metabolomics are 

primarily seeding hepatocytes on collagen gels, which maintain cell viability for a 

limited time [22, 36-38]. Bioprinting hepatocytes in 3D structures offers a novel 

platform for in vitro culture and testing of hepatocyte function and response. To 

determine viability and functionality of hepatocytes within the hydrogel, they were 

bioprinted in the 3:1 collagen to HA formulation. The 3:1 hydrogel formulation was 

utilized as it contained a high concentration of collagen while maintaining 

consistent printability. Bioprinted constructs were maintained in culture for 6 days 

and subsequently, hepatocyte functionality was determined by exposing the 

constructs to a hepatic toxicant, acetaminophen (APAP, 100µM) and measuring 

the levels of albumin, urea, α-GST, and lactic acid dehydrogenase (LDH) in the 

media over time. Significant decreases in both urea and albumin levels were 

observed at day 9 and continued to decrease through day 15 for the APAP treated 

conditions, compared with stable levels in the untreated constructs (Figure 6A-B). 

Interestingly, the levels of α-GST, a detoxification protein, increased at day 9, 3 

days post APAP addition, but subsequently decreases by day 12, likely due to cell 

death (Figure 6C). The high levels of α-GST after 3 days in culture, and prior to 

drug addition, may be due to cell-stress experienced during the printing procedure 
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that led to upregulation of α-GST expression. In addition, levels of LDH, a marker 

of liver damage, also peak due to printing-related stress, but fall to nominal levels 

by day 6. APAP treated constructs demonstrate decreasing LDH activity, again 

likely due to toxicity related cell death. Untreated conditions maintain steady LDH 

until day 15 when levels begin to increase. Increases in LDH and α-GST at day 15 

indicates this period may be nearing the culture limit, however LIVE/DEAD assay 

was conducted and cultures remained viable (Figure S1).  Taken together, these 

results demonstrate appropriate response to a well-known and characterized liver 

toxin, indicating the hydrogel is sufficient to both maintain hepatocyte viability and 

support physiologic response to drugs. Histological staining (H&E) demonstrated 

greater cellularity in untreated constructs, while drug-treated conditions show loss 

of cellularity (Figure 6D). 
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Figure 6. Hepatocyte Functionality with and without APAP Treatment. To 

assess the overall functionality of liver organoids, urea, albumin, α-GST, lactic acid 

dehydrogenase (LDH) were measured over time with and without APAP treatment, 

arrows denote time of treatment (A-D). H&E images of untreated and treated 

hepatocytes at the end of the study show change in cellularity and health of cells 

(E) indicating hepatocytes respond appropriately to APAP treatment. 

 

Statistical Approach 

Rheology testing was done with n=6 samples per conditions. A Student’s t-test 

was employed to compare storage modulus and loss modulus between each of 

the materials previous to crosslinking (extrusion moduli) and after crosslinking as 

well as between each other. Bioprintability studies were done using n=8 samples 

per material condition. ANOVA was employed to compare between each of the 

formulations. LIVE/DEAD viability assay groups were compared using Student’s t-
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test, n=9 images (n=3 constructs, 3 images per construct). Hepatocyte structures 

were n=3 for untreated conditions and n=2 for APAP treated conditions. Student’s 

t-test was used for comparison of each condition at each time point. 

 

Discussion 

Bioprinting has made substantial advances in the past two decades, however 

biomaterials ideal for both printing and development of cellular microenvironments 

have been limited[8]. However, by combining previously characterized 

biomaterials into hybrid bioinks, printability can be optimized using physiologically 

relevant materials that cells will recognize as actual extracellular matrix rather than 

inert or synthetic alternatives. A current limitation to most commercial bioinks is 

that they are lacking in true extracellular matrix-like components. This can prevent 

cells from recognizing and interacting with their microenvironment as well as 

restrict the development of in vivo-like tissues and morphologies. In this study, 

methacrylated COL I has been combined with thiolated hyaluronic acid to produce 

a novel bioink that is both easy to use for bioprinting and supports cellular viability 

and function. These properties were then deployed to biofabricate a simple in vitro 

human liver model yielding satisfactory functionality.  

 

Printability was determined through rheological and printed structure 

measurements. By measuring loss and storage moduli previous to and after UV 

radiation crosslinking and further calculating the loss tangent, it was shown that 

each of the materials (2:1, 3:1, 4:1 COL I:HA) exhibited the same mechanical 
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properties. All formulations had greater fluid than elastic features previous to 

crosslinking. This indicates that each of the materials was able to flow in the 

viscous/liquid phase. Yet, because the storage modulus component was high 

enough, the bioink could hold its shape for a period of time following printing, prior 

to UV crosslinking. After crosslinking, the loss modulus was decreased for each of 

the materials and the storage modulus was significantly increased. This change 

indicates the transition from a liquid that is able to flow to a material that is able to 

maintain its shape permanently and was observed for each of the materials. 

Printability testing was additionally conducted on each of the three materials to 

determine which would be ideal for printing. While each of the three was able to 

print structures of the appropriate shape with minimal variation for 30 minutes or 

more, it was found that at room temperature the 4:1 bioink began phase separating 

and was no longer homogenous, with collagen bundles forming in solution. 

Separation of the bioink was a major consideration when determining the ideal 

bioink for liver microenvironment printing. From determining the moduli and 

conducting printability testing on each of the bioinks, it was determined that each 

of the bioinks behaved the same and no significant differences were measured. 

However, longevity of printing is limited with the 4:1 formulation, which reduces its 

utility as a bioink. Due to the greater amount of COL I within the formulation, 

collagen is likely limited in its interaction with HA and instead primarily interacts 

with itself, at room temperature this quickly leads to bundling of the collagen within 

the bioink. 
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Cell viability and characterization of collagen within the bioinks was further studied 

to determine which would be most ideal for cells. Using LIVE/DEAD cell viability 

assays, it was shown that each of the bioinks was able to adequately support cells 

compared to other commercial, previously characterized hydrogels. It was found 

that each of the bioinks (2:1, 3:1, 4:1 COL I:HA) maintained high cellular viability 

and were comparable to other 3D biomaterials. Although no differences in viability 

were measured, LIVE/DEAD cell viability assay images indicated differences in 

cell morphology. HA/gelatin samples elicited no elongation from aHSCs or Lx2 

cells – both of which are characterized by their ability to interact with their 

microenvironment – and cells tended to favor cell-cell interactions in this 

hydrogel[39]. An increase in collagen content increased elongation of aHSCs. 

Collagen presence and bundling was shown through utilization of picrosirus red 

staining and polarized light imaging. No significant differences were found between 

each of the bioinks. Although the 4:1 bioink was shown to be most ideal for cell 

elongation as demonstrated in the LIVE/DEAD, H&E, and picrosirus red staining 

images, it was previously shown to be problematic for printing itself. Therefore, the 

3:1 bioink was used for printed liver microenvironments as it provided a greater 

amount of collagen to create physiological relevance and remained printable for a 

workable period of time.  

 

To show a potential application of this bioink system, liver constructs containing 

primary human hepatocytes and liver stellate cells were bioprinted and employed 

in a straightforward drug toxicity test. APAP is a widely used pain reliever that is 
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well documented to cause liver damage upon overdosing and has been used as a 

test compound in other tissue engineered liver organoid studies[40]. Liver 

constructs were bioprinted using the 3:1 COL I to HA bioink. Additional printed 

structures were treated with APAP to show loss of function in comparison to 

healthy, untreated structures. Functionality was maintained for two weeks 

indicating the extrusion 3D bioprinting process with the bioink did not adversely 

affect cells. The liver model we developed acts as a simple microenvironment to 

support hepatocytes allowing for functionality levels previously seen in literature, 

likely due to the more physiologic environment[41]. 

 

The development of a simple bioink that is printable and contains physiologic 

components advances the state of bioprinting in that it allows researchers to 

modulate 3D matrices for their desired application. For a balance in both printability 

and collagen content, the 3:1 COL I to HA bioink was selected. To demonstrate 

properties of the bioink, a liver model was used, however, other organ systems 

can be modeled with such a biomaterial as collagen concentration can be tuned to 

the tissue of interest. The use of methacrylated and thiolated base materials allows 

for addition of functionalized proteins or molecules to further customize the bioink 

for specific applications. Simple modifications such as the addition of laminin or 

fibronectin can jump-start cellular adhesion or drive biochemical pathway 

activation. Certain disease phenotypes such as cancer or fibrosis are typified by 

changes in elastin and fibronectin levels which can be simulated through additions 

to the bioink backbone[42]. Because crosslinking is controlled through UV 
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radiation, zones of different bioink formulations can be deposited in serial layers to 

simulate the varied layers of a physiologic tissue. For instance, a layer of elastin-

functionalized COL I and -III bioink could be deposited and crosslinked to represent 

a dermal layer of skin upon which a laminin-enriched layer of collagen-IV bioink 

could be printed as the basement membrane of the epidermis[43]. Similar layered 

structures could be produced to represent colonic submucosa and epithelium or 

the layers of blood vessels. However, the bioink is still limited by its loss of 

homogeneity over time and its temperature sensitivity, and thus is restricted in the 

complexity of geometries and structures that can be printed. In addition, the 

uncrosslinked bioink has a low viscosity and relies on rapid UV-driven crosslinking 

to hold a printed shape. Low viscosity is also limiting in which shapes and 

structures can be printed as multilayer structures have not yet been achieved. 

Given these properties, the bioink will be difficult to use for high resolution or high 

aspect printing. The problems associated with low viscosity can be mitigated by 

adding thickening agents to the formulation, but other hydrogel parameters may 

change as a result. These features – high resolution and high aspect ratio printing 

- are currently areas of focus in continuing research. 

 

Conclusively, by combining methacrylated COL I with thiolated HA and UV 

crosslinker, a simple bioink that is both printable and physiologically relevant has 

been developed. It was hypothesized that combining two chemically modified 

materials commonly used for 3D matrices would create a hybrid bioink that allows 

for a material fluid enough to be printed and elastic enough to maintain its shape 
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while also being advantageous for cell viability and interaction. Three bioink 

formulations were created and tested to determine ideal parameters for a simple 

3D bioprinted liver model. Each of the formulations appeared to facilitate cell 

viability matching currently used biomatrices and some were shown to allow cell 

elongation. A 3:1 COL I to HA ratio was determined to be most ideal for printing 

and was utilized for the printing of the liver microenvironments. Using the bioink, 

structures containing primary human hepatocytes were printed and monitored over 

the course of 2 weeks during which time they were able to maintain urea and 

albumin production and responded appropriately to APAP. Such a bioink allows 

for modulation of collagen and hyaluronic acid as well as creating the opportunity 

for additional proteins and ECM components to be added. This collagen and HA 

hybrid bioink formulation could serve as a useful platform on which to build 

additional functionality, to provide a bioink system that has the potential to 

biofabricate a variety of tissue types for applications ranging from in vitro drug 

screens, disease modeling, and perhaps in the future, biomanufacturing of tissue 

products for human use. 

 

From the results, it was determined that although the collagen-HA based hydrogel 

improved gel printability compared to other on market products while also creating 

a cell friendly microenvironment, it was not ideal for disease modeling. The 

hydrogel in its developed state had shortcomings related to collagen-HA 

separation and variability in cell-collagen interactions. Although there remains 

space for improvement regarding these variabilities, the hydrogel as a collagen-
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HA combination does not have ideal properties for controlled disease modeling. 

Specifically, the collagen was uncontrollable interacting with the stellate cells and 

potentially led to a multitude of phenotypic changes that were challenging to 

measure and fully understand. With the addition of whole collagen, phenotypic 

changes may be driven by both receptor and structural changes. For this reason, 

research was pivoted from a focus on a collagen-HA combination to using 

hyaluronic acid with peptide sequences that can be well controlled. This decision 

allows for utilization of the skills and materials understanding developed in creating 

the collagen-HA hydrogel but can be more easily used for disease customization.  
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Abstract 

Variability in patient response to anti-cancer drugs is currently addressed by 

relating genetic mutations to chemotherapy through precision medicine. However, 

practical benefits of precision medicine to therapy design are less clear. Even after 

identification of mutations, oncologists are often left with several drug options, and 

for some patients there is no definitive treatment solution. There is a need for 

model systems to help predict personalized responses to chemotherapeutics. We 

have microengineered 3D tumor organoids directly from fresh tumor biopsies to 

provide patient-specific models with which treatment optimization can be 

performed before initiation of therapy. We demonstrate the initial implementation 

of this platform using tumor biospecimens surgically removed from two 

mesothelioma patients. First, we show the ability to maintain viable 3D tumor 

constructs and demonstrate that results of organoid chemotherapy screening 

mimic those observed in subjects themselves. Finally, we demonstrate mutation-

specific drug testing by considering the results of precision medicine genetic 

screening and confirming the effectiveness of the non-standard compound 3-

deazaneplanocin A for an identified mutation. This patient-derived tumor organoid 

strategy is adaptable to a wide variety of cancers and may provide a framework 

with which to improve efforts in precision medicine oncology. 
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Introduction 

Resistance to anti-cancer drugs is one of the most critical challenges in clinical 

oncology. The roots of resistance are most often ascribed to tumor heterogeneity, 

genetic mutation, oncogenic amplification, and changes in protein expression that 

influence the uptake, metabolism, and removal of drugs from the cell. As a result, 

resistance can arise dynamically during treatment and has been observed with 

every major anti-cancer agent. Chemotherapy decisions traditionally have been 

made based on statistical success rate of a drug for clinical patient populations, 

but not on how that drug affects the tumor of a specific patient. Precision, or 

personalized, medicine (PM) has emerged as a response to these challenges. 

Here, a tumor biopsy is profiled genetically to identify mutations that may indicate 

drugable targets [1-3]. Subsequently, if FDA-approved drugs or ongoing clinical 

trials are identified that address one of these targets, the therapy for that patient 

can be adjusted accordingly. However, the non-monolithic nature of tumors and 

the sheer complexity of the various factors that can be at play individually or in 

unison in the patient have made such data-driven prognostication both daunting 

and varying in effectiveness. In practice, the benefits of precision medicine are still 

ambiguous[4]. Even after identification of targeted mutations, oncologists are left 

with several drug options and with no way to predict if a particular treatment will be 

more beneficial to the patient than another. As such, even in cases where 

“actionable” mutations are identified, modification of a 

predetermined fixed treatment strategy is rare, given the unknown impact of that 

mutation on tumor biology and the equally unknown effect of 
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chemotherapy options on a specific cellular phenotype.  

 

As a potential improvement, the same biospecimen could also be employed for 

screening of multiple candidate drug agents to determine effectiveness in vitro. 

Consequently, there is a tremendous need for accurate model systems to help 

predict response to anti-cancer drugs in individual patients[5, 6]. However, tumor 

models have been limited by an inability to accurately replicate both progression 

and signaling mechanisms of cancer in a controlled environment. Animal models 

allow limited manipulation and study of these mechanisms, but are not necessarily 

predictive of results in humans[7]. Meanwhile, traditional in vitro 2D cell culture 

fails to recapitulate the 3D microenvironment of in vivo tissues[8]; in these planar 

systems, drug diffusion kinetics vary dramatically and cell-cell/cell-matrix 

interactions are inaccurate. Moreover, drug doses found to be effective in 2D 

cultures are frequently ineffective when applied to patients[9, 10]. 3D cell culture 

has been shown to better reproduce in vivo effects, and as a result, are more 

accurate systems for in vitro cancer modeling. For example, we recently 

demonstrated that metastatic colorectal cancer (CRC) cells appear epithelial in 

conventional 2D tissue culture dishes, but take on the expected mesenchymal and 

metastatic phenotype when transitioned into a 3D liver organoid environment [11]. 

Additionally, integration of bioengineering [12, 13] with microfluidics has further 

resulted in organ-on-a-chip technologies for accurate and addressable testing of 

compact 3D organoids in parallel. These platforms can combine a variety of 

important parameters that permit better mimicry of in vivo conditions, including 3D 
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architecture, cell-cell/cell-matrix interactions, circulation, and integration of multiple 

tissues within one platform, and have been used for drug testing [14], toxicology 

[15], high throughput screens, and disease modeling [16]. However, to date, 

because primary tumor cells have been difficult to maintain in vitro, such 

technologies have not been widely applied to patient cells, where the resulting 

analyses could be used to supplement genetic screens or ultimately allow robust 

prediction of optimal therapies.  

 

Here, we present a report of drug screening with 3D organoids incorporating 

patient-derived tumor cells. For this, we utilize a 3D extracellular matrix-inspired 

hydrogel system [17-22] that supports a biofabrication procedure that can be 

integrated with a microfluidic delivery system. This general approach has been 

applied previously to yield a broad collection of organoids that model the structure 

and function of in vivo tissues and serve as hosts for tumor constructs[11, 15, 18, 

23-26]. Using cells derived from mesothelioma tumor biospecimens from two 

patients, we demonstrate formation of 3D mesothelioma tumor organoids of high 

cellular viability and then perform a series of drug exposures. First, we 

demonstrate that this system can recapitulate patient drug response to 

chemotherapy, and then we probe the effects of an experimental drug compound, 

driven by patient-specific genetic analysis that identified a targetable mutation. 

These results demonstrate the efficacy of integrated personalized tumor organoids 

for chemotherapy drug screening and suggest the potential of the system to help 

optimize treatments for cancer patients. 
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Methods 

Cell Isolation & Culture 

Partial tumor sections were removed from patients with metastasized peritoneal 

cancer during surgical cytoreduction and previous to hypothermic intraperitoneal 

chemotherapy (HIPEC) treatment.  Using cautery tools tumors were removed and 

placed on ice for transportation and delivered within one hour of removal to the lab 

for cell processing. Once received, tumors were washed in Phosphate Buffer 

Solution (PBS) with 2% penicillin-streptomycin for three 5-minute cycles and then 

washed in DMEM with 2% penicillin-streptomycin for two 5-minute cycles. Tumors 

were individually minced and placed into DMEM with 2% penicillin-streptomycin 

and 10% collagenase/hyaluronidase for 18 hours on a shaker plate in 37C (10X 

Collagenase/Hyaluronidase in DMEM, STEMCELL Technologies, Seattle, WA). 

Digested tumors are then filtered through a 100µm cell filter and centrifuged to 

create a pellet. Plasma and non-cell material was removed and the pellet was re-

suspended in 1mL BD PharmLyse with 9mL deionized water for 5 minutes (BD 

PharmLyse, San Diego, CA). The conical was filled to 50mL with deionized water 

and centrifuged, lyse buffer with lysed cells was aspirated and the cell pellet was 

counted for use. 

 

Hydrogel Preparation & Organoid Formation  

The ECM-mimicking HA/gelatin-based hydrogel (HyStem-HP, ESI-BIO, Alameda, 

CA) was prepared as previously described [15, 18, 27]. Briefly, a thiolated HA 

component (Glycosil) and a thiolated gelatin component (Gelin-S) were dissolved 
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in sterile water containing 0.05% w/v of the photoinitiator 2-Hydroxy-4′-(2-

hydroxyethoxy)-2-methylpropiophenone (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) to make 1% w/v 

solutions. The polyethylene glycol diacrylate (PEGDA) crosslinker (Extralink, ESI-

BIO) was dissolved in the photoinitiator solution to make a 2% w/v solution. 

Glycosil, Gelin-S, and Extralink were then mixed in a 2:2:1 ratio by volume, 

respectively. Organoids were made by plating 10µL of hydrogel containing 

1x107cells per mL onto 24-well non-adhesive tissue culture plastic and photo 

crosslinking the gel. Media was then added to each well.  

 

Biomarker-Driven Experimental Drug Study 

The patient from whom the tumor biospecimen was attained was entered into the 

Precision Medicine Program at the Comprehensive Cancer Center at the Wake 

Forest Baptist Medical Center, resulting in part of the biopsy being sent for 

identification of potential actionable mutations in the tumor. Deidentified data 

indicated a positive mutation in the BAP1 gene, indicating an opportunity to test an 

EZH2 inhibitor as an experimental, targeted therapy. 

 

Organoids were maintained for 3 days prior to drug screening. Patient organoids 

were then subjected to the drug 3-deazaneplanocin A (DZNep), a histone 

methyltransferase EZH2 inhibitor, at concentrations 0.1 µM, 1 µM, and 10 µM in 

cell culture media for an incubation periods of 96 hours. Organoids biofabricated 

using HCT116 cells, a colorectal cancer cell line shown to respond to EZH2 

inhibition, were tested in parallel as a positive control. Drug effects were quantified 
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by MTS assays and immunohistochemistry. MTS assays (CellTiter 96 One 

Solution Reagent Promega, Madison, WI) determined relative cell number by 

quantifying mitochondrial metabolism. Absorbance values were determined on a 

Molecular Devices SpectrumMax M5 (Molecular Devices) tunable plate reader 

system at a wavelength of 490 nm. 

 

IHC staining was performed using biomarkers Annexin V and Ki67 on 5µm thick 

organoid sections. Sections were taken from previously unstained organoids that 

were embedded in paraffin, sectioned, and then deparaffinized for IHC staining. 

Primary antibody Annexin V was applied to the slides at a 1:200 concentration in 

Dako Antibody Diluent and left at room temperature for 60 minutes (Annexin V, 

Abcam, Cambridge, MA, ab14196). In parallel on separate samples, primary 

antibody Ki67 was applied at a 1:200 concentration in Dako Antibody Diluent (Ki67, 

Abcam, ab16667). Secondary Alexa 488 antibodies were applied to all samples at 

1:200 in Dako Antibody Diluent and left at room temperature for 1 hour (Alexa 488, 

Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, A-11070). Fluorescence images were taken 

using a Leica DM400B Compound Microscope, images were taken of sections 

next to each other in GFP for Annexin V and Ki67 and overlaid for analysis; 

Annexin V images were colored red and Ki67 images were colored green.  

 

Results 

Biospecimen Processing, Organoid Formation, and Assessment of Patient-

Specific Tumor Organoids 
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Tumor tissues were obtained from two subjects during the course of standard 

treatment. Subject 1 was a 50-year-old male who was diagnosed with epithelioid 

malignant peritoneal mesothelioma. Precision medicine analysis of the tumor 

revealed two genomic alterations (BAP1 splice site 1729+1G>A and PBRM1 

N258fs*6) for which no targeted drugs or clinical trials were available. Due to the 

excessive volume of disease, the subject was referred for neoadjuvant systemic 

chemotherapy. Treatment was conducted with 6 cycles of cisplatin-gemcitabine 

followed by a single cycle of carboplatin-gemcitabine due to concerns of cisplatin-

associated ototoxicity. Excellent clinical response to cisplatin-based chemotherapy 

was observed, with almost complete resolution of malignant ascites on a repeat 3-

month re-staging CT. Subsequently, a cytoreductive surgery (CRS) with cisplatin-

based heated intraperitoneal chemotherapy (HIPEC) was performed. During CRS, 

a segment of the tumor was resected, placed on ice, and transferred fresh to the 

lab for tumor organoid development. Importantly, the subject remains without 

radiologic evidence of disease 6 months after the operation without adjuvant 

treatment.  

 

Subject 2 was a 38-year-old female who was also diagnosed epithelioid peritoneal 

mesothelioma. She was treated with 4 cycles of cisplatin and pemetrexed with 

mixed response followed by 2 CRS without HIPEC. During CRS, a segment of the 

omental tumor was resected, and treated as described for the previous tumor 

biospecimen. Final pathology indicated that, rather than epithelioid peritoneal 

mesothelioma, the tumor was actually well-differentiated papillary-cystic 
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mesothelioma. Precision medicine analysis of the tumor revealed no targetable 

genomic alterations. The patient remains without radiologic evidence of disease 6 

months after her operation without adjuvant treatment. 

 

Tumor organoids from both subjects were assessed by histological methods to 

verify viability and presence of biomarkers associated with mesothelioma. Imaging 

of tumor constructs with LIVE/DEAD stain after 7 days (Figure 7 A&D) indicated 

that viable (green-stained) cells far outweighed dead (red-stained) cells within the 

construct. Double-stained sections were obtained to highlight colocalization of 

CK5/6, a high molecular weight keratin, with both calretinin, a calcium binding 

protein closely linked to mesothelioma (Figure 7 B&E), and with thrombomodulin 

(also called CD141), a well-established marker for mesothelioma [28-31]  (Figure 

7 C&F). Observation of strong overlap with non-selective nuclear stain DAPI 

confirmed that these constructs retained the mesothelioma phenotype. 
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Figure 7. Patient tumor construct histological assessment. Histological 

assessment of patient-derived mesothelioma organoids from both subjects after 

seven days of incubation in DMEM. A, D) LIVE/DEAD-stained organoids. Green – 

calcein AM-stained viable cells; Red – ethidium homodimer-stained dead cells. B, 

E) Cytokeratin 5/6 and calretinin double stained organoid sections and C, F) 

cytokeratin 5/6 and thrombomodulin double stained organoid sections. Scale bars 

for panels a-f are 20 µm. For both, panel (i) shows the double stain with DAPI-

stained nuclei and panel (ii) shows the double stain with the DAPI channel 
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removed, thereby highlighting colocalization of biomarkers (orange). G, H) 

Representative images (in this case subject 2 organoids) at increased resolution 

showing the yellow-red overlapping expression of the green channel (ck5/6) and 

the red channel (calretinin or thrombomodulin). Scale bars for panels g-h are 10 

µm. 

 

In Vitro Drug Screening Driven by Genetic Biomarker Identification 

Subject 1 was entered into the Precision Medicine Program at the Comprehensive 

Cancer Center at the Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center for identification of 

potential actionable mutations. Results identified two known mutations in the tumor 

biospecimen: BAP1 splice site 1729+1G>A and PBRM1 N258fs*6. BAP1 (BRCA1 

associated protein-1) is a deubiquinating enzyme [32] while PBRM1 is a tumor 

suppressor gene associated with several cancers [33]. At the time of testing, 

neither mutation was associated with a therapy approved by the FDA for either 

mesothelioma or any other tumor type. However, the positive identification of the 

BAP1 gene mutation provided an opportunity to test an experimental targeted 

therapy: inhibition of enhancer of zeste homolog 2 (EZH2) [34, 35], a DNA 

methyltransferase and transcriptional repressor. Importantly, mutations of BAP1 

have been targeted with success in animal models and in vitro studies by inhibition 

of EZH2 [34]. This suggests a potential route to PM therapy design (Figure 8A).  

 

Additional subject 1 tumor constructs were biofabricated and maintained for 3 days 

prior to drug exposure. Organoids were then subjected to DZNep, a histone 
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methyltransferase EZH2 inhibitor, at concentrations 0.1 µM, 1 µM, and 10 µM in 

cell culture media for an incubation periods of 96 hours. Drug effects were 

quantified by MTS assays, IHC staining of Annexin V versus Ki67, and H&E 

staining. As a control population, identical organoids were also generated using 

the widely studied colorectal cancer cell line HCT116. Importantly, HCT116 cells 

have been shown to undergo cell cycle arrest under DZNep exposure, but 

insignificant cell death[36], and so they were viewed as an appropriate control for 

this study. 

 

Our results showed no significant decrease in HCT116 mitochondrial metabolism 

after DZNep treatment, but a significant decrease in mesothelioma mitochondrial 

metabolism under all drug concentrations (Figure 8B). Although viability was 

similar for both HCT116 and mesothelioma without drug, the DZNep treated 

mesothelioma showed a concentration dependent decrease in metabolism and in 

relative live cell percentages (Figure 8B-C). H&E staining of DZNep-treated 

subject 1 organoids showed both ghost cells and cells without nuclei, indicating 

cell death (Figure 8D, whereas the same effect was not observed in mesothelioma 

controls or in any HCT116 organoids (Figure 8F). This response further indicated 

that DZNep reduced proliferation of the patient-derived sample specifically.  
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Figure 8. Biomarker-driven therapeutic agent screening in patient-derived 

tumor constructs. (A) Genetic analysis of the tumor biopsy specimen from 

mesothelioma subject 1 identified two mutations, PBRM1 and BAP1. BAP1 

mutations were identified as targetable by the EZH2 inhibitor DZNep. No mutations 
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were identified in the tumor of mesothelioma subject 2. (B) MTS mitochondrial 

metabolism assay and (C) viable/dead cell ratios for HCT116 organoids (white), 

patient-derived mesothelioma 1 organoids (grey) and patient-derived 

mesothelioma 2 organoids (dark grey) treated with DZNep concentrations. Control 

mesothelioma 1 organoids were most proliferative in comparison to those treated 

with DZNep, which resulted in decreased mitochondrial metabolism (i.e. 

decreased cell number). Conversely, mesothelioma 2 organoids did not show as 

significant a response to DZNep, while HCT116 organoids did not respond to 

DZNep. Significance panel b: # p < 0.05 between subject 1 organoids and both 

HCT116 and subject 2 organoid response; $ p < 0.05 between subject 1 organoid 

response at 1 µM or 10 µM versus control or 0.1 µM conditions; Significance panel 

c: * p< 0.05. d-f) Hematoxylin and eosin stained organoid sections show loss of 

normal morphology and appearance of ghost cells with no nuclei as the DZNep 

concentration increases in the mesothelioma 1 organoids. Mesothelioma 2 and 

HCT116 organoids do not show the same dose dependent change, suggesting 

DZNep more effectively induces cell death in the mesothelioma organoids with the 

BAP1 mutation. 

 

Additionally, immunohistochemistry indicated that Annexin V levels increased in 

mesothelioma with DZNep concentration, representing an increase in apoptotic 

cells (Figure 9A). However, minimal change in proliferation was seen across all 

HCT116 conditions, indicating that DZNep did not significantly affect proliferation 

(Figure 9B). Likewise, LIVE/DEAD staining further showed patient 1 organoid 
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susceptibility to DZNep, while minimal cell death was observed in HCT116 

organoids (Figure 9D &9F). 

 

In comparison, no actionable mutations were identified by the Precision Medicine 

Program tumor analysis for subject 2. When subjected to the same DZNep drug 

screen, subject 2 organoids did not display a decrease in metabolism (Figure 8B), 

and displayed a less pronounced decrease in live-to-dead cell ratio compared to 

subject 1 (Figure 8C). Stained images of treated subject 2 organoids showed 

results more akin to the largely DZNep-resistant HCT116 organoids than the 

subject 1 organoids: nuclei were intact in H&E stains (Figure 8E), only a small 

increase in Annexin V expression was observed (Figure 9C), and there was no 

significant increase in numbers of dead cells in LIVE/DEAD stained organoids 

(Figure 9E) 
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Figure 9. Viability assessment of DZNep-treated mesothelioma 1, 

mesothelioma 2, and HCT116 organoids. a-c) Representative Annexin V and 

Ki67 biomarker images. Increased observance of yellow/orange signal indicates 

presence of Annexin V presence overlaid with the red channel. Red stain: KI67; 

Green stain: Annexin V. d-f) LIVE/DEAD assay. Green: Calcein AM-stained viable 

cells; Red: Ethidium homodimer-stained dead cells.  Scale bars are 100 μm. 
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Statistical Analysis  

Data were expressed for each experimental group as mean ± SD and statistical 

significance determined using statistical analysis methods (Origin, OriginLab 

Corp., USA, or GraphPad Prism, Graphpad Software Inc., USA). An n=3 or higher 

was employed for all studies. Histological, immunohistochemical, or fluorescent 

images presented in figures are representative of their respective experimental 

groups. One-way ANOVA were employed for multiple comparisons. Student’s t-

tests were performed to compare the means of a normally distributed interval 

dependent variable for two independent groups. Confidence intervals of 95% or 

better were considered significant.  

 

Discussion 

Precision oncology, whereby tumor DNA is sequenced to identify actionable gene 

mutations, is poised to become a standard clinical practice for therapeutic decision 

making of cancer treatment [37-39]. Currently, however, only 11% of precision 

medicine tested patients will follow a precision medicine guided treatment [40] 

because any expected correlation between a genetic alteration and a potential 

drug cannot be verified prior to initiation of treatment. Moreover, the biological 

behavior of cancer varies tremendously based on histologic type, grade and 

volume of disease. Therefore, novel technologies capable of extending the 

diagnostic utility of tissue specimens are critically needed for robust assessment 

of genetic alterations and validation of these alterations as actionable targets.  
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As a research tool, patient derived xenografts (PDX) have been used to study 

patient tumor progression and drug treatment response. However, a challenge of 

these models is that they must be hosted by immunodeficient mice and can thus 

become infiltrated with cells from the mouse, perturbing their natural states. Patient 

cells also adapt to their new environment and exhibit genetic drift, adding 

variability. However, the most fundamental limitation to widespread adoption of 

PDX technology is that only the most aggressive tumor biospecimens prosper in 

immunodeficient mice. This poor take rate limits the application of PDX technology 

to predictive diagnostics for the majority of cancer patients. A major open question 

for in vitro platforms like the one described here has been whether the low take 

rate observed in PDX (and equally in conventional 2D cell culture) could be 

overcome. Crucially, this can be achieved easily in our platform, where we can 

obtain high cell viability in organoids over at least 14 days. Moreover, in 

accompanying studies using identical techniques to produce organoids from 

additional mesothelioma biospecimens and other GI tumor biospecimens (data not 

shown), we have observed a take rate above 80%. Beyond high viability, we have 

also confirmed maintenance of the key mesothelioma biomarkers CK5/6, 

calretinin, and thrombomodulin in patient-derived organoids, showing that our 

approach supports a degree of accurate tumor phenotype. These results are the 

first of their kind and suggest that the use of 3D organoid technology incorporating 

ECM-mimicking microenvironments may be deployable as accurate tumor models 

for more patients than PDX. Further studies of platform robustness, reproducibility, 
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and take rate efficiency are currently under way. 

 

Using our patient-specific tumor-on-a-chip technology, we demonstrated the 

feasibility of two central concepts: 1) tumor organoid drug response; and 2) 

biomarker-driven testing of an experimental drug. First, with mesothelioma 

biospecimens from 2 different subjects with mesothelioma, we employed the 

organoid platform to screen two common chemotherapy regimens used clinically 

for mesothelioma. Specifically, we tested response to the combination of cisplatin 

and pemetrexed versus carboplatin and pemetrexed (Figure 7). Exposure to each 

drug for 7 days through infusion into circulating media via the microfluidic system 

yielded a distinctly higher efficacy for cisplatin/pemetrexed as compared to 

carboplatin/pemetrexed at the same concentrations in organoids derived from 

subject 1. On its own, this result validates the utility of the platform for performing 

drug screening studies in general. But importantly, the result is also consistent with 

clinical outcomes; the patient donor responded dramatically to cisplatin-based 

chemotherapy, presenting almost complete resolution of voluminous ascites on CT 

imaging performed at the conclusion of cisplatin-based chemotherapy. This kind 

of significant correlation between patient and in vitro model is crucial to validate a 

methodology for clinical adoption. Additionally, we demonstrated an aspect of 

patient-to-patient tumor heterogeneity. Specifically, while subject 1 organoids 

responded best to cisplatin/pemetrexed, subject 2 organoids responded more 

effectively to carboplatin/pemetrexed. This is an important result, as differential 

responses to the same therapies are often observed in the clinic. Moreover, 
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subject 2 organoids did not respond significantly to cisplatin-based therapy, 

matching what was observed in vivo. While we consider only two subjects in this 

foundational study, these striking similarities to subject responses speak to the 

potential of our platform technology to provide relevant information for clinical 

practice. Continuing work will further validate this concept as additional patient 

samples are employed. 

 

Second, genetic testing of the tumor cells from subject 1 identified two mutations 

specific to the studied tumor: BAP1 splice site 1729+1G>A and PBRM1 N258fs*6. 

As described above, BAP1 is a deubiquinating enzyme [32] while PBRM1 is a 

tumor suppressor gene associated with several cancers [33]. At the time of these 

studies, neither mutation was associated with an FDA-approved therapy, either in 

mesothelioma or in any other tumor type, nor were any pertinent clinical trials 

under way. However, mutations of BAP1 have been targeted in animal models and 

in vitro studies by EZH2 inhibition[34], and so we queried organoid drug response 

to the EZH2 inhibitor DZNep as a demonstration vehicle for whether the identified 

mutation could be used as an actionable target (Figure 8 and 9). Indeed, upon 

treatment with this compound, we observed a decrease in mitochondrial 

metabolism, which is proportional to cell number. Additionally, we observed an 

increasing trend in Annexin V expression with drug exposure, indicating apoptosis, 

as well as a decreasing trend in Ki67 expression, which is present in proliferating 

cells. Moreover, H&E staining showed that cell morphology and cell nuclei 

deteriorate in a dose dependent manner. Conversely, organoids created in an 
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identical fashion with the HCT116 colorectal cancer cell line showed no such 

response regardless of DZNep concentration. While only a single example of 

biomarker-driven drug screening, this result illustrates the potential of the overall 

approach to identify novel drugs and experimental agents that benefit the patient 

prior to administration of treatment. However, we then built on these results from 

the subject 1 organoids, with organoids from subject 2. Notably, no actionable 

mutations were identified in the tumor cells of subject 2. In this case, a drug screen 

with DZNep showed no beneficial response using this drug that is specific to a 

particular mutation.   

  

In this report, we deliberately limit our studies to a small number of drugs to 

establish two central capacities of our organoid platform technology: namely, 

performing chemotherapeutic drug screens that recapitulate outcomes in 

corresponding subjects, and showing statistically significant targeted drug efficacy 

based on genomic profiling data of the original tumor. These foundational 

measurements necessitated a relatively small number of organoids. However, we 

note that a typical clinical tissue sample – especially from a high grade, high 

volume tumor – could conceivably support a considerably larger number of 

organoid structures, enabling diverse drugs and drug combinations to be tested in 

parallel, and potentially informing clinical treatment. 

 

While personalized tumor organoid technology is in its infancy, it holds incredible 

clinical potential. Once validated through correlation of additional patient-derived 
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organoid drug responses with clinical outcomes, wide adoption of such systems 

may be able to significantly improve outcomes of cancer patients and reduce 

unnecessary health care costs through quick matching with the best available 

effective drugs at the single patient level.  
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Abstract 

We have hypothesized that biofabrication of appendiceal tumor organoids allows 

for a more personalized clinical approach and facilitates research in a rare disease. 

Biospecimens from twelve patients were applied for organoid development 

between November 2016 and May 2018. Successful establishment rate of viable 

organoid sets was 75% (9/12). Average time from organoid development to 

chemotherapy testing was 7 days. All tumor organoids were tested with 

chemotherapeutic agents exhibited responses that were either similar to the 

patient response or within the variability of the expected clinical response. More 

specifically HGA tumor organoids derived from different patients demonstrated 

variable chemotherapy tumor killing responses, while LGA organoids tested with 

the same regimens showed no response to chemotherapy. Development of 3D 

appendiceal tumor organoids is feasible even in low cellularity LGA tumors, 

allowing for individual patient tumors to remain viable for research and 

personalized drug screening. 

 

Introduction 

Personalized medicine through next generation sequencing (NGS) analysis, 

relates tumor genomic mutations with available chemotherapy agents. The scarce 

cellularity of low grade appendiceal tumors (LGA) establishes them as difficult 

NGS target, and partially explains why culturing these tumors in vitro, or 

developing LGA cell lines has been an elusive proposal. Furthermore, identification 

of a specific mutation on NGS analysis does not necessarily mean that the 
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mutation is a prominent participant in genesis and progression, or a “driver 

mutation”, of the specific malignancy.  In rare diseases such as appendiceal cancer 

the limited clinical outcomes are derived from statistical analysis of heterogeneous 

cohorts with similar but not identical disease characteristics. 

 

Attempting to develop more clinical precision at the level of the individual patient, 

we have previously reconstructed several different types of tumor of epithelial and 

mesenchymal origin including melanomas, sarcomas, lung cancer, colorectal 

cancer, and rare mesothelioma variants in the form of three-dimensional (3D) 

tumor organoids [1, 2].  Using established biofabrication methodologies [1-5], 

reconstructing the patient’s own tumor in the laboratory, in the form of tumor 

organoids, is an effective model for capturing tumor heterogeneity and possibly 

predicting response to chemotherapy and immunotherapy prior to delivering 

chemotherapy to the patient. These tumor organoids recapitulate the tumor 

microenvironment by incorporating not only tumor cells but also associated stroma 

and tumor infiltrating leucocytes (TILs), and are supported by a naturally-derived 

extracellular matrix (ECM) hydrogels [1, 6-10]. 

 

We have hypothesized that 3D organoid biofabrication from appendiceal tumors is 

feasible even from notoriously low cellularity tumors such as LGA primaries, 

allowing for individual patient tumor and stroma to remain viable for personalized 

drug screening.  
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Methods 

Tumor Biospecimen Procurement and Cell Processing 

Biospecimens were obtained from 9 patients with low grade and 3 patients with 

high grade appendiceal primaries during CRS/HIPEC procedures from Nov 2016 

to May of 2018 in adherence to the guidelines of the Wake Forest Baptist Medical 

Center IRB under protocols. The specimens were placed in RPMI and transferred 

fresh to the laboratory by a dedicated tissue procurement manager.    

 

Fresh tumor tissue biospecimens were delivered within one hour of removal to the 

lab for cell processing. Once received, tumors were washed in phosphate buffered 

saline (PBS) with 2% penicillin-streptomycin for three 5-minute cycles and then 

washed in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) with 2% penicillin-

streptomycin for two 5-minute cycles. Tumors were individually minced and placed 

into DMEM with 2% penicillin-streptomycin and 10% collagenase/hyaluronidase 

for up to 2 hours on a shaker plate in 37°C (10X Collagenase/Hyaluronidase in 

DMEM, STEMCELL Technologies, Seattle, WA). Digested tumors were then 

filtered through a 100µm cell filter and centrifuged to create a cell pellet. Plasma 

and non-cellular material was removed and the pellet was re-suspended in 1mL 

BD PharmLyse with 9 mL deionized water for 5 minutes (BD PharmLyse, San 

Diego, CA). The conical was filled to 50mL with deionized water and centrifuged, 

lyse buffer with lysed cells was aspirated, and the cell number was counted for 

use. From one patient, a lymph node was also removed and processed in the same 

manner to retrieve immunocompetent cells. 
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Extracellular matrix hydrogel preparation and tumor organoid formation 

An ECM-mimicking HA/collagen-based hydrogel was prepared, modified from an 

HA/gelatin system (HyStem-HP, ESI-BIO, Alameda, CA) that has been previously 

described.[3, 5, 8] Briefly, a thiolated HA component (Glycosil, ESI-BIO) and a 

methacrylated collagen component (Advanced BioMatrix, San Diego, CA) were 

dissolved in sterile water containing 0.05% w/v of the photoinitiator 2-Hydroxy-4′-

(2-hydroxyethoxy)-2-methylpropiophenone (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) to make 2 

mg/mL and 6 mg/mL solutions, respectively. The collagen solution was then 

neutralized using manufacturer provided neutralization solution at 85 µL of solution 

per milliliter of collagen. The HA and collagen solutions were then mixed in a 3:1 

ratio by volume and mixed thoroughly. The resulting mixture was employed to 

suspend the unsorted cell populations from either HGA or LGA biospecimens at a 

cell density of 10 million cells/mL hydrogel precursor solution. Organoids (cells 

supported by the ECM hydrogel) were formed by pipetting 5 μL of hydrogel 

precursor cell suspension into 48 well plates previously coated with a thin layer of 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) to form consistently round droplets, which were 

subsequently photocrosslinked by ultraviolet light exposure (365 nm, 18 W cm−2) 

for 1 second, initiating crosslinking through thiol-methacrylate and methacrylate-

methacrylate bond formation. As an optional addition, organoids could be 

integrated into microfluidic devices as recently described.[11] Organoids were 

subsequently maintained in DMEM with 10% FBS (Hyclone, Logan, UT), 1% 

penicillin-streptomycin, and 1% L-glutamine. In one set of additional “immune-
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enhanced” organoids, the whole population of cells derived from a lymph node 

from one patient, was used to supplement the cells from the tumor biospecimen. 

In these organoids, the lymph node cells were added as an additional 2 million 

cells/mL. 

 

Tumor organoid viability assessment  

LIVE/DEAD staining (LIVE/DEAD Viability/Cytotoxicity Kit for mammalian cells, 

ThermoFisher, Waltham, MA) was performed on day 7 for initial assessment and 

at the end of the drug exposure period (4 days in total). Spent media was first 

aspirated from wells, after which a 100 μL mixture of PBS and DMEM (1:1) 

containing 2 μM calcein-AM and 2 μM ethidium homodimer-1 was introduced. 

Constructs were incubated for 60 min after which spent media was again aspirated 

and replaced with clean PBS. Fluorescent imaging was performed using a Leica 

TCS LSI macro confocal microscope. 100 μm z-stacks were obtained for each 

construct using filters appropriate for both red and green fluorescence (594 nm 

and 488 nm, respectively) and then overlaid.  

 

Organoid Tissue characterization 

On day 7 HGA and LGA tumor organoids were washed twice with DPBS and fixed 

with 4% paraformaldehyde for 1 hour then additionally washed twice with DPBS. 

Cultures were histologically processed, paraffin embedded, and sectioned at 5 µm 

thickness. Tissue sections on microscope slides were then stained with 

hematoxylin and eosin (H&E).  
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IHC was used to visualize biomarkers mucin 2 (MUC2) and cytokeratin 20 (CK20). 

Blocking was performed by incubation under Dako Protein Block for 15 minutes. 

Primary antibodies MUC2 (ab11197, Abcam, raised in mouse), CK20 (ab76126, 

Abcam, raised in rabbit), or CD44 (ab157107, Abcam, raised in rabbit) were 

applied to the sections on the slides at a 1:200 dilution in Dako Antibody Diluent 

and incubated at room temperature for 1 hour. Next, secondary Alexa Fluor 488 or 

Alexa Fluor 594 antibodies (ThermoFisher) with appropriate species reactivity 

were applied to all samples at 1:200 in Dako Antibody Diluent and left at room 

temperature for 1 hour (anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 488 and anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 

594, Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, A-11070). Sections were then incubated 

with DAPI for 5 minutes prior to coverslipping. Sections were imaged on a Leica 

upright fluorescent microscope. 

 

Drug Studies 

Organoids were employed in chemosensitivity screens during which they were 

subjected to treatment with 5-fluorouracil (5FU), oxaliplatin, FOLFOX, FOLFIRI, or 

regorafenib. Stock solutions of 10 μM were prepared for 5FU (F6627, Sigma), 

oxaliplatin (O9512, Sigma), irinotecan (I1406, Sigma) and regorafenib (S1178, 

Selleckchem, Houston, TX) by dissolving in DMSO. Stock solutions were diluted 

in DMEM cell culture media to the following concentrations: 5FU – 10 μM; 

Oxaliplatin – 1 μM; FOLFOX (Folinic acid:5FU:oxaliplatin) – 1:10:1 μM; FOLFIRI 
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(Folinic acid:5FU:irinotecan) – 1:10:1 μM Folinic acid:5FU:oxaliplatin; and 

regorafenib – 10 μM. 

 

On day 7 in culture, spent media was aspirated from the wells, after which fresh 

media containing each drug combination was added to the wells. Organoids were 

maintained in drug-containing media for 4 days, after which the effects of the drugs 

were assessed. 

 

LIVE/DEAD staining was performed on the 4th day following initiation of drug 

incubation, as described above. Relative mitochondrial metabolism was quantified 

as an indicator of cellular response to drug treatments by MTS assays. MTS 

assays (CellTiter 96 One Solution Reagent Promega, Madison, WI) determined 

relative cell number by quantification of cell-driven reduction of MTS tetrazolium 

compound to a soluble colored formazan product. Absorbance values were 

determined on a Molecular Devices SpectrumMax M5 (Molecular Devices) tunable 

plate reader system at a wavelength of 490 nm. 

 

One set of LGA organoids (tumor cells only and an additional immune-enhanced 

subset) were subjected to treatment with nivolumab (A2002, Selleckchem), 

pembrolizumab (A2005, Selleckchem), or no drug. This set of organoids was 

smaller than other studies, so only MTS assays were performed after 24 hours and 

4 days after initiation of treatment. Mitochondrial metabolism was quantified as 

described above. 
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Results  

Organoid Generation Workflow and Metrics 

Tumor tissues were transported to the lab generally within an hour of resection, 

after which the duration of dissociation with collagenase/hyaluronidase varied from 

specimen to specimen, but never exceeded 2 hours. Biofabrication of the tumor 

organoids using the supportive ECM hydrogel biomaterials (Figure 12A) required 

an additional 30-60 minutes following dissociation depending on number of cells 

available, which determined the number of total organoids fabricated. From the 

biospecimens received in this study, 75 to 100 organoids were generated in each 

instance. Of the 3 HGA and 9 LGA patients, viable organoid set were generated 

from 3 HGA and 6 LGA patients, resulting in a total success rate of 75% (9/12). 

Notably, of these biospecimens only 1 HGA-derived cell population successfully 

adhered to plastic tissue 2D culture dishes. The biofabrication workflow also 

supports the opportunity to generate patient-specific “tumor-on-a-chip” systems as 

we have recently described,[1] which add the capability to perform staged infusions 

(e.g. FOLFOX and FOLFIRI treatments via a catheter) as well as linking the tumor 

organoids to other tissue organoid types [3, 11]. 

 

Organoid Viability and Characterization 

Following establishment of tumor organoids in culture, organoid viability was 

determined by LIVE/DEAD staining. Figure 12B shows a high percentage of the 

cells in HGA organoids remained viable in culture, with minimal cell death. 

Likewise, Figure 12C shows the same outcome for LGA organoids. Histological 
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analyses by H&E staining showed that cells in the HGA organoid formed more 

tissue-like, high cell density structures (Figure 12D) compared to cells in the LGA 

organoids, which remained more spread out through the hydrogel (Figure 12F). 

This is despite the same starting number of cells during organoid biofabrication. 

The difference could be explained by the ability of more metabolically active and 

mesenchymal phenotype cells to reorganize and deposit extracellular matrix, a 

phenomenon observed in many higher grade tumors [12]. Immunohistochemistry 

staining using antibodies for MUC2 and CK20, common biomarkers of appendiceal 

tumor cells, were positive in both HGA and LGA organoids, verifying that the 

organoids were indeed tumor organoids, and not simply containing stromal cells, 

such as fibroblasts. Figure 12H shows expression of CD44 in a cluster of cells 

within an HGA organoid, indicating likely preservation of activated tumor fibroblasts 

[13]. 
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Figure 10. Appendiceal tumor organoid fabrication and characterization. (A) 

Tumor specimen is dissociated and biofabricated into organoids using ECM-based 

hyaluronic acid and collagen hydrogels. Optionally, organoids can be integrated 

with microfluidic devices, thus forming “tumor-on-a-chip” devices that can be linked 

to other organoids or can be employed for staged drug infusions. The methodology 

described herein results in (B) high grade appendiceal tumor organoids and (C) 

low grade appendiceal tumor organoids. Green – calcein AM-stained viable cells; 

Red – ethidium homodimer-stained dead cells. (D) H&E staining and (E) IHC 

staining of MUC2 and CK20 in HGA organoids. (F) H&E staining and (G) IHC 
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staining of MUC2 and CK20 in LGA organoids. (H) IHC staining of CD44 in a group 

of aggregated cells in an HGA organoid. Scale bar – 50 µm. 

 

Chemosensitivity Data  

Chemosensitivity studies consisted of 4-day exposures to 5-FU, oxaliplatin, 

FOLFOX, FOLFIRI, or regorafenib. Figure 11 shows representative LIVE/DEAD-

stained images of 2 sets of HGA organoids and LGA organoids following the 

chemosensitivity screening. Notably, HGA organoids exhibit an extent of response 

that varies between patients. Conversely, LGA organoids show no response to any 

treatment group.  
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Figure 11. Viability Assessment of Drug Treated Patient Organoids. 

Live/Dead staining images of HGA and LGA tumor organoids following 

chemosensitivity screens using 5-FU, oxaliplatin, FOLFOX, FOLFIRI, and 

regorafenib. HGA tumor organoids exhibit variable chemotherapy response 

between patient organoid sets. Conversely, LGA tumor organoids do not respond 

to the same drugs. Green – calcein AM-stained viable cells; Red – ethidium 

homodimer-stained dead cells. 

 

Mitochondrial metabolism quantification by MTS assays further demonstrates 

these trends (Figure 12A-B). Here, all 3 HGA and 6 LGA organoid sets are 

compiled by normalized metabolic activity. Again, the HGA organoids exhibit 

variable response to chemotherapy (Figure 12A), while all 6 LGA organoid sets 
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show no chemotherapy response (Figure 12B). Notably, within the HGA data set, 

HGA 1 showed the most susceptibility to treatment, with statistically significant 

decreases in metabolic activity in response to all treatments except for oxaliplatin 

alone. HGA 2 and HGA 3 show less relative susceptibility, but there was still some 

response to most treatments.  

 

 

Figure 12. Assessment of Metabolism in Patient Organoids after Treatment. 

Compilation of the (A) 3 HGA and (B) 6 LGA tumor organoids chemosensitivity 

data using normalized mitochondrial metabolism to quantify drug responsiveness. 

Values of “1” indicate high viability without drug response, while values close to 0 

indicate drug response. Statistical significance: * p < 0.01 between indicated 

treatment and same-group control; # p < 0.05 between indicated treatment and 
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same-group control. Preliminary immunotherapy drug screening using immune 

checkpoint inhibitors pembrolizumab and nivolumab in LGA organoids immune-

enhanced with cells from a lymph node from the same patient. Mitochondrial 

metabolism was assessed at (C) 24 hours and (D) 96 hours after administration of 

the immunotherapy agents. Statistical significance: ** p < 0.05 between tumor cell-

only and immune-enhanced organoids; † p <0.05 between drug treatment and 

control of the same group. 

 

Importantly, these data, summarized in Table 1, demonstrate 1) patient-to-patient 

heterogeneity in chemotherapy response, as is often the case in patients with high 

grade tumors, and 2) a lack of response to chemotherapy in LGA primaries, as is 

often observed clinically. 

 

Table 1. Patient Drug Response 
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Lastly, as a preliminary exploration of whether or not patient-derived tumor 

organoids can also support immunotherapy-based drug screens, we “immune-

enhanced” a set of LGA organoids by incorporating cells from a dissociated lymph 

node, removed from the same patient at the same time the LGA tumor 

biospecimen was removed. As controls, we also created LGA organoids without 

the lymph node cell population. These 2 sets of LGA organoids from the same 

patient – immune-enhanced and tumor only – were then subjected to 

pembrolizumab, nivolumab, or no treatment. After 24 hours and 72 hours 

organoids were assessed for mitochondrial metabolism by MTS assays. 

Interestingly, at the 24-hour time point mitochondrial metabolism was increased in 

both the pembrolizumab (not statistically significant) and nivolumab (statistically 

significant) treatments, but only in the organoid set that was immune-enhanced 

with lymph node cells, suggesting activation of T cells in these organoids (Figure 

12C). It is well understood that upon activation, T cell mitochondrial metabolism 

increases to support the immune response. In comparison, at the 96-hour time 

point after drug administration, the mitochondrial metabolism of the immune-

enhanced organoids treated with either the immune checkpoint inhibitors was 

significantly decreased, suggesting a decreased number of metabolically active 

cells throughout the organoids, likely due to tumor cell killing (Figure 12D). 

Notably, these decreases were not observed in organoids without lymph node 

cells, nor in the control no drug condition. 

 

Statistical Analysis  
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Data were expressed for each experimental group as mean ± SD and statistical 

significance determined using statistical analysis methods (GraphPad Prism, 

Graphpad Software Inc., USA). An n=3 or higher was employed for all studies. 

Histological, immunohistochemical, or fluorescent images presented in figures are 

representative of their respective experimental groups. Student’s t-tests were 

performed to compare the means of a normally distributed interval dependent 

variable for two independent groups. Confidence intervals of 95% or better were 

considered significant.  

 

Discussion 

Appendiceal primaries exhibit a variability in outcomes that cannot be predicted by 

the current classification systems. In the clinical setting both colon and HAG 

cancers are treated with the same chemotherapy lines, even though the two 

primaries have distinct molecular profiles.[14] In addition, precision medicine 

through next generation sequencing is often not successful in analyzing LGA 

primaries due to poor cellularity.  

 

Reconstructing the patient’s own tumor in the form of organoids inclusive of 

tumor’s own stroma and TILs, is an attractive model to bypass the above problems, 

by capturing tumor heterogeneity while allowing for individualized approach at the 

single patient level (Figure 5). Recently it was shown that in 110 specimens 

obtained from heavily pretreated colorectal and gastroesophageal junction cancer 

patients, tumor organoids exhibited chemo-sensitivities correlated with the 
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patient’s response to chemotherapy with 88% positive predictive value and 100% 

negative predictive value. When the organoid was responding to chemotherapy, 

88% of the corresponding patients were also responding, while when the organoid 

showed no response the patient never responded.[15]  

 

We hypothesized and have found that 3D organoid biofabrication is feasible from 

rare tumors such as the appendiceal primaries as well as from low cellularity LGA 

tumors allowing for individual patient tumor and stroma to remain viable for 

personalized drug screening and subsequently better understanding of this rare 

disease.  The herein presented success rate in developing HGA organoids reflects 

the increased cellularity of the HGA specimens.  Low grade mucinous appendiceal 

primaries had a take rate of close to 66%(6/9), reflecting the acellular mucin load 

that was comprising the majority of the surgically obtained specimens. 

Nevertheless, this is the first time to our knowledge, that LGAs are successfully 

reconstructed ex vivo, possibly opening a new avenue in understanding the 

specific disease. 

 

The scope of this work was not to establish clinical correlation between 

appendiceal organoid response to chemotherapy and clinical response of the 

patient to the same chemotherapy. Despite this, we observed that none of the LGA 

organoids responded to standard chemotherapy agents or combinations of the 

agents used. In clinical practice we do not recommend systemic chemotherapy to 

LGA patients because we have not yet seen a clinical effect of systemic 
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chemotherapy for these patients.[16] Possibly, these LGA tumor organoids provide 

the first ex vivo evidence to support our clinical observation.  

 

HGA organoids showed a variable response to chemotherapy as seen in HGA 

patients treated with systemic chemotherapy. It was interesting, that one of the 

patient’s HGA organoids were more susceptible to a third line chemotherapy 

option, such as regorafenib, than first line chemotherapy agents, suggesting that 

what is considered as first line chemotherapy for a cohort of patients, may not 

necessarily be considered as first line for the individual patient.  The implications 

upon establishing correlation, on the ability to select therapy based on response 

and not based on statistics is obvious. 

 

Importantly, while preliminary in nature, we also demonstrate that we can induce 

what appears to be successful immune checkpoint inhibitor response in LGA 

organoids that were “immune-enhanced” with lymph node-derived cells from the 

same patient. Admittedly, this data will require additional validation, including 

running similar immune checkpoint inhibitor drug studies with organoids from 

additional patients, more in depth viability quantification, IHC or flow cytometry 

verification of T cell presence, education, and activation, and evaluation of PD-

L1/PD-1 expression on the cells within the organoid. Nevertheless, this is an 

exciting result, which suggests that in addition to standard chemotherapies, 

perhaps we can perform patient-specific predictive tests with immunotherapy-

based treatments. 
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The time needed to engineer patient specific tumor organoids and complete 

chemosensitivity panels is less than 12 days, allowing for this methodology the 

potential to be incorporated into routine clinical practice without causing delays in 

treatment planning either in the adjuvant or neoadjuvant setting. We envision that 

in case of progression on chemotherapy, the progressing lesion can be re-biopsied 

and new organoids can be developed followed by chemosensitivity screens, 

potentially capturing tumor clonality and adjusting therapy accordingly. It is also 

noteworthy that from a 1 cm3 of tissue with average cellularity, up to a few hundred 

of tumor organoids can be generated for high output concurrent drug testing, 

including compounds under drug development that have never been tested before 

on a clinical setting. 

 

An additional consideration and potential limitation for this technology is the 

influence of the patient being administered upfront chemotherapy on the 

availability of cells from which the organoids would be made. Upfront 

chemotherapy could reduce tumor burden and subsequent cell and organoid yield 

following surgical resection. In our team’s work with other tumor types, we have 

observed this in several cases. We are typically still able to create organoids, but 

the total number of organoids could be decreased, thus placing a limit on the 

breadth of chemosensitivy screening that could be performed.  
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The undeniable limitation of this study is the modest number of specimens. 

Nevertheless, this is the first time that tumor organoids are reliably, and repeatedly 

developed directly from both low and high grade appendiceal cancer patients. This 

suggests that this model represents a viable approach to a rare and difficult to 

study disease.   

 

Additionally, 3D tumor organoids provide a substantially more usable platform to 

study cancer, as well as for predictive drug screening compared to more traditional 

models. Conventional 2D cultures typically are associated with a take rate of less 

than 25%, while patient derived xenograft (PDX) models are successful 

approximately in 25-33% of attempts with an average time of 6-8 months that 

makes their incorporation in the clinical setting challenging.[17] Additionally, while 

PDX models can be attractive because they have the complexities of an organism, 

such as tumor stroma and immune system, these are mouse stroma and a mouse 

immune system, which further reduce the similarities of the model to the human 

patient from which they were derived. 

 

In conclusion, 3D organoid biofabrication from appendiceal tumors is feasible even 

from low cellularity LGA primaries. This allows for individual patient tumor and 

stroma to remain viable for personalized drug screening and providing with an 

alternative, or potentially complementary avenue to analyze and study the genomic 

profile of a rare disease. 
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Abstract 

Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer-related death worldwide yet in vitro 

disease models have been limited to traditional 2D culture utilizing cancer cell 

lines. In contrast, recently developed 3D models (organoids) have been adopted 

by researchers to improve the physiological relevance of laboratory study. We 

have hypothesized that 3D hydrogel-based models will allow for improved disease 

replication and characterization over standard 2D culture using cells taken directly 

from patients. Here, we have leveraged the use of 3D hydrogel-based models to 

create lung cancer organoids using a unique cell source, pleural effusion aspirate, 

from multiple lung cancer patients. With these 3D models, we have characterized 

the cell populations comprising the pleural effusion aspirate and have tracked 

phenotypic changes that develop during short-term in vitro culture. We found that 

isolated, patient cells placed directly into organoids created anatomically relevant 

structures and exhibited lung cancer specific behaviors. On the other hand, cells 

first grown in plastic dishes and then cultured in 3D did not create similar 

structures. Further, we have been able to compare chemotherapeutic response of 

patient cells between 2D and 3D cell culture systems. Our results show that cells 

in 2D culture were more sensitive to treatment when compared with 3D organoids.  

Collectively, we have been able to utilize tumor cells from pleural effusion fluid of 

lung cancer patients to create organoids that display in vivo like anatomy and drug 

response and thus could serve as more accurate disease models for study of 

tumor progression and drug development. 
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Introduction 

Lung cancer remains the leading cause of cancer-related death worldwide [1, 2]. 

Specifically, adenocarcinoma of the lung is the most common histological type and 

is directly related to smoking and other environmental exposures.  Advances in 

early diagnosis and treatment of patients is of primary interest since the 5 year 

survival rate of patients with lung cancer is only 15% [1]. One of the symptoms of 

lung adenocarcinoma is the development of malignant pleural effusion (PE) which 

is a build-up of aspirate between the parietal and visceral pleural layers[3]. 

Because advanced-stage lung cancer causes fluid imbalances which force fluid 

into the pleural space, PE has been related to inflammation and infection, which 

increase capillary permeability and can lead to subsequent metastasis [4]. Lung 

cancer patients frequently have PE drained to relieve multiple outward symptoms 

such as cough, shortness of breath, or discomfort in the chest through two primary 

methods: thoracentesis or thoracoscopy [5].  

 

One major challenge in studying lung adenocarcinoma is the low quantity of cells 

that can be isolated from lung tissue biopsies. PE can act as a liquid biopsy offering 

information about lung adenocarcinoma prognosis. PE samples contain a 

multitude of cell types which are representative of the heterogeneity present in lung 

adenocarcinoma. After being utilized for diagnostic purposes, excess PE is often 

discarded, unlike solid tumor biopsies which are commonly stored as a paraffin-

embedded block for future analysis [6]. In this study we isolated and identified 

viable cells that originated from lung adenocarcinoma in PE aspirates. PE samples 
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are a readily-available, cost-effective source of tumor cells for monitoring of 

disease progression and further studying the effects of treatments, as well as for 

creating better lung cancer models to support precision medicine applications in 

the future. 

 

Current models for lung adenocarcinoma include both two-dimensional (2D) and 

three-dimensional (3D) cell culture systems, as well as patient-derived mouse 

xenografts (PDX) [7]. Patient derived cells can be isolated from tumor biopsies and 

used in in vitro tumor models to track disease progression and screen 

chemotherapeutics, which represents an ideal platform for precision medicine 

applications. However, isolating pure populations of cancer cells eliminates many 

of the non-tumor cell components, such as stromal cells or extracellular matrix 

components (ECM), that maintain or support tumor progression.  PDX models aim 

to alleviate these concerns by creating microenvironments in which cells may 

behave more similarly to physiologic conditions [8, 9] however they lack both 

human and cancer-specific components, which may alter the human cancer cell 

behavior [10]. Considering these limitations, ex-vivo 3D cell culture models have 

aimed to create microenvironments that incorporate specific ECM and stromal 

components to best replicate disease behavior and progression. Most current 3D 

models are formed either by creating cell aggregates (spheroids) or by 

encapsulating cells in hydrogels, surrounding them in ECM components similar to 

their native microenvironment [11, 12]. Hydrogels can be chemically modified to 

vary internal porosity, stiffness, and component availability for tissue-specific 
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customization. Lung-specific 3D tissue models have thus far included 

decellularized lung extracellular matrices and scaffolds, naturally based hydrogels 

such as collagen and alginate, and polymers[13-16]. Previous studies have shown 

clear changes in cell phenotype and genotype over time between 2D and 3D 

methods[17]. 

 

In this study, we have isolated tumor and stromal cells from PE aspirate biopsies, 

cultured those cells in 3D model systems (organoids) and in standard 2D tissue 

culture plastic dishes (Table S1). Our goal for the current study was to determine 

maintenance of PE-derived cells in vitro and to further characterize interactions 

between tumor and stromal cells, ultimately to develop a more accurate model for 

lung adenocarcinoma (Figure 13). We were able to document morphological 

changes in cells over time and apply chemotherapeutic treatments in 3D and 2D 

culture systems. The results show differential responses between each of the 

systems, which provides insight into the importance of 3D over 2D cultures. 

Collectively, our data suggest that PE liquid biopsies are suitable for studying lung 

adenocarcinoma and the importance of using 3D over 2D culture for disease 

modeling and drug efficacy screening studies.  

 

Methods  

Cell Isolation 

PE samples were obtained from Wake Forest Baptist Hospital under IRB#BG04-

104 with consent from patients previously diagnosed with lung adenocarcinoma 
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and contained between 500 mL and 1 L of fluid each yielding between 4 and 7.5 

million cells for use in culture. Samples were transferred from the primary container 

in which they were delivered into 50 mL centrifuge tubes and centrifuged to 

separate cells from fluid and plasma. Once cells were pelleted, BD PharmLyse 

was used following manufacturer’s instructions (1:10, lysing buffer:deionized 

water) to lyse and subsequently remove red blood cells (BD Biosciences, San 

Jose, CA). Cells were centrifuged, cell lysate was removed, and the cells were 

resuspended in RPMI 1640 medium with 5% fetal bovine serum and 200 U/mL 

penicillin and streptomycin (RPMI-5) (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). 

Cells were counted and seeded into 3D hydrogel cultures (106 cells/mL), also 

referred to as organoids, or onto tissue culture plastic. From samples, 

approximately fifty organoids, one 6-well tissue culture plastic plate, and fifty 96-

well tissue culture plastic (TCP) plates were made at P0. Experimental pipeline 

shown in Fig. 13.  
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Figure 13. Experimental Pipeline for Pleural Effusion. Pleural effusion cells are 

separated from the PE liquid through centrifugation and cells are plated in tissue 

culture dishes (2D) or encapsulated in hydrogels (3D). Both 2D and 3D cultures 

allow for comparative drug treatment in order to determine differences in predicted 

drug response. The 3D culture method further allows for disease modeling over a 

longer period of time. 

 

Cell Culture 

Cells were isolated from two patient samples (Sample 1 – isolated on 1-4-2017; 

Sample 2 – isolated on 7-23-2017) and placed into 3D and 2D culture. Hydrogels 

were prepared using three parts methacrylated type I collagen (6 mg/mL) to one 

part thiolated hyaluronan (1 mg/mL) (Advanced Biomatrix, Carlsbad, CA; ESI Bio, 

Almeda, CA). Cells were resuspended in hydrogel at 106 cells/mL. In suspension, 

organoids were made by depositing 10 μL of gel into each well of 48-well TCP 

plates that were previously coated with a thin layer of polydimethylsiloxane 

(PDMS), to reduce cell adherence and outgrowth. Once plated, hydrogels were 

crosslinked with UV light (880 mW/cm2) for 1 second. Media was added to the 
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wells and organoids were allowed to grow for 3 weeks for 1-4-17 samples and 3-6 

weeks for 7-23-17 samples prior to fixation (referred to as P0 or passage 0, 3 

weeks and P0 or passage 0, 6 weeks) (Figure 14). Cells placed into 2D culture 

were either plated in 6-well or 96-well TCP plates. Those in 6-well plates were 

grown for 2 weeks and then passaged into organoids (referred to as P1 or passage 

1 organoids). Those in 96-well plates were initially seeded at 1,000 cells per well 

and grown for 3 weeks before drug treatment. RPMI-5 was used for all cultures 

and media was changed ever 3-4 days. PE lung adenocarcinoma cell line H460 

(pleural effusion, lung adenocarcinoma) was also utilized for experimentation and 

placed in 2D culture using 96-well TCP seeded at 1,000 cells per well. Cells were 

grown for 7 days and then drug treatment was administered as described below. 

H460s were also placed into hydrogels using the methods described at a density 

of 7 X 106 cells/mL. A mixed 3D culture was also created using a combination of 

H460 and normal human lung fibroblasts (NHLF) to determine if there were any 

differences in drug response (3.5 X 106 cells/mL) of each cell type.  

 

Drug Treatment 

Drug treatments were administered to cells isolated from the second patient in both 

3D and 2D. At 3 weeks, P0 2D cultures were treated with three drugs, each at 

three concentrations as follows: cisplatin and pemetrexed (0.2 µM, 0.2 µM; 2 µM, 

2 µM; 20 µM, 20 µM), carboplatin and pemetrexed (0.2 µM, 0.2 µM; 2 µM, 2 µM; 

20 µM, 20 µM), and crizotinib (1 µM; 10 µM; 100 µM) in RPMI-5. After 3 days of 

treatment, an MTS assay was performed (n=3) following manufacturer’s 
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instructions with incubation duration of 30 minutes. Two additional wells were fixed 

with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA). This drug treatment was replicated in 2D using 

H460 cells. At 5 weeks 4 days, P0 6-week organoids were treated with cisplatin 

and pemetrexed (2 µM, 2 µM), carboplatin and pemetrexed (2 µM, 2 µM), and 

crizotinib (10 µM) in RPMI-5. After 3 days, an MTS assay was performed (n=3) 

following manufacturer’s instructions with incubation duration of 2 hours. Additional 

organoids (n=2) were fixed for histological processing with 4% PFA. H460 cells in 

2D culture alone, H460 in 3D organoids alone, and H460 with NHLFs in 3D 

organoids were all treated as previously described 2D and 3D studies for patient 

samples. 

 

Immunohistochemistry 

Cultures in 3D were fixed with 4% PFA for 30 minutes and then paraffin processed 

as appropriate for histology. Paraffin sections were cut at 5 µm thick sections for 

staining. Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining was done via autostainer for each 

of the samples shown. Alcian blue – periodic acid-Schiff stain (AB-PAS) was 

carried out per manufacturer’s instructions for P0 3-week, P0 6-week, and P1 3-

week organoids. For H&E stained P0 3-week, P0 6-week, and P1 3-week 

structures within organoids were quantified using ImageJ. Representative images 

from three separate organoids for each condition were quantified using the drawing 

tool and collecting the area from each structure. Number of structures for each 

condition ranged from 65 to 110.   Immunohistochemistry was performed to further 

characterize samples 1-4-17 and 7-23-17 organoids. Sample 1-4-17 organoids 
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were stained using primary antibodies α-smooth muscle actin (αSMA; 1:200, 

ab7817, Abcam, Cambridge, MA), CD45 (1:200, ab10558, Abcam), pan-

cytokeratin (CK, 1:200, ab215838, Abcam), P63 (1:200, CM163, Biocare Medical, 

Pacheco, CA), and DAPI (1:300, ab228549, Abcam). For sample 7-23-17, primary 

antibodies Mucin5AC (1:200, ab3649), CK7(1:200, ab9021), and CK20 (1:200, 

ab76126) stains were utilized for characterization and were incubated on sections 

overnight at 4⁰C (Abcam). CK7 and CK20 were carried out as co-stains and DAPI 

was used amongst all stains. Secondary antibodies utilized for sample 7-23-17 

were administered to slides and incubated for 1 hour at room temperature as 

follows: Texas Red, goat anti-rabbit (1:200, TI-1000) and FITC horse anti-mouse 

(1:200, FI-2000) (Vector Labs, Burlingame, CA). Each of the samples was finally 

stained with DAPI (1:300, ab228549, Abcam) for 15 minutes at room temperature.  

Sample 7-23-17 slides were imaged using an Olympus BX63 motorized upright 

microscope for both brightfield and fluorescence microscopy (Olympus, Shinjuku, 

Japan).  

 

Results  

Cells from the drained PE of lung adenocarcinoma patients (~1 L) were used to 

produce lung adenocarcinoma 2D and 3D cultures. Multiple PE samples were 

obtained, resulting in viable cell cultures on TCP and in 3D organoids (Table S1). 

Cells on TCP were successfully sub-cultured (passaged) up to 4 times with 

decreasing cellular proliferation with increasing passage. Preliminary 

immunohistochemistry of 3D organoids revealed the presence of both tumor and 
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non-tumor cells. Of the different samples, we chose two (1-4-17 and 7-23-17) for 

thorough histological and immunohistochemical characterizations and compared 

the 2D and 3D cultures (Figure 14).  

 

 

 

Figure 14. Cell Usage Schematic. Of the patient samples collected, two (referred 

to as samples 1-4-17 and 7-23-17) were cultured and subsequently characterized 

or treated with chemotherapy. Isolated cells from Sample 1-4-17 were placed 

directly into organoids and grown for 3 weeks at the end of which they were 

characterized using IHC and H&E. Sample 7-23-17 cells were isolated and placed 

directly into organoids grown for either 3 or 6 weeks, or grown on TCP. Organoids 

grown for 3 weeks were either characterized using IHC and H&E or used for drug 

treatment. Organoids grown for 6 weeks were used for characterization. Sample 

7-23-17 cells grown on TCP were initially placed in either 96-well or 6-well TCP 

plates. Those in the 96-well plate were used for drug treatment. Those in the 6-

well plate were passaged at approximately 3 weeks and those cells were made 

into organoids. The organoids from passaged TCP wells were grown for 3 weeks 

and characterized. 
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The 1-4-17 sample yielded enough material for initial characterization of the PE 

samples and to optimize the encapsulation procedure using hydrogels. Organoids 

containing cells from the 1-4-17 sample were cultured for 3 weeks then analyzed. 

H&E staining revealed various structures within the organoids including aligned 

stromal cells and clusters of cancer cells with both immune and stromal 

components (Figure 15). Immunostaining showed the presence of cells 

expressing αSMA (fibroblasts), CD45 (hematopoietic cells), cytokeratin (tumor 

cells), and P63 (potentially cancer stem cells) in the different structural regions of 

the organoids (Figure 15). These cells were maintained within the organoids and 

may have co-localized during the 3-week culture period. For example, two regions 

within a single organoid were shown to have cellular structures that stained with 

tumor cell markers (CK+, P63+) and fibroblast like cells (αSMA+) extending from 

their periphery, indicating outgrowth and interaction with the matrix (Figure 15D-

E). Hematopoietic cells (CD45+) were observed primarily within the core of these 

structures and also dispersed within other regions.   A large region near the edge 

of the organoid showed fibroblast-like cells that stained consistently for both CK 

and αSMA, indicating co-localization of fibroblasts and tumor cells (Figure 15B). 

In regions without apparent structures, staining indicated sporadic presence of 

CK+, P63+, and αSMA+ cell populations although elongation, co-localization, and 

interaction with matrix were not apparent (Figure 15C). 
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Figure 15. 1-4-17 Sample Characterization. Organoids made from cells from of 

the 1-4-17 sample were cultured for 3 weeks and then processed for histology and 

immunohistochemistry. H&E staining revealed many unique structures 

characterized using αSMA, CD45, pan cytokeratin, P63 and DAPI. It was revealed 

that the structures retained a mixed cell population. 

 

This patient was a 66-year-old female at time of sample collection with pathology 

indicating primary lung adenocarcinoma. Genetic testing revealed PIK3CA E545K 

and p53 V272L mutations. The patient was initially treated with carboplatin and 

pemetrexed two years previous to sample collection, and received nivolumab 

throughout the year previous to sample collection. The patient was ultimately 

unresponsive to these treatments. 
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The 7-23-17 sample yielded an increased number of cells, allowing for histological 

analysis of organoids and for 2D versus 3D drug testing. Organoids made from 

freshly isolated PE-derived cells (Passage 0 or P0) were initially stained with H&E 

and showed large acini structures with empty lumen after 3- and 6- weeks 

incubation (Figure 16). Organoid hydrogels remained the size they were created 

at (~10 μL) for the entire 6-weeks they were in culture, with cellular reorganization 

changes observed within the organoids, and no signs of necrosis were noted. Cells 

that were sub-cultured once in TCP and then encapsulated into organoids (P1 

organoids) formed smaller acini structures after 3-weeks in culture (Figure S2). 

The smallest structures were formed within the center of the organoids and the 

largest were observed only near the edges of each of the organoids with size being 

approximately the same as those from P0. AB-PAS staining of mucins showed the 

presence of acidic mucins within the large structures. The magenta stain also 

within or directly next to the acini structures indicated the presence of neutral 

mucins[18]. The staining appeared to decrease significantly in the P1 organoids. 

To determine which specific mucin type is present, we stained the organoids with 

anti-mucin 5AC antibodies. This mucin, not produced by cancer cells but related 

to disease outcome, was found to be correlated to both primary and metastatic 

lung cancer in previous studies [19]. The immunostaining results indicated that 

mucin 5AC is present in organoids made with P0 cells and its signal is substantially 

reduced in P1 organoids. The staining is most prominent along the edges of the 

organoid where more considerably sized structures are present (Figure 16). These 
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results are consistent with AB-PAS staining. With the presence of disease state-

related mucin presenting cells, the identification of cancer within the cultures was 

necessary to guarantee the model was representative of lung adenocarcinoma. 

For each of the organoids, expression of CK7 and CK20 was evaluated. Previous 

studies have demonstrated that lung adenocarcinoma is CK7+/CK20- [20]. The PE 

cell organoids were positive for CK7 and negative for CK20, similar to these 

studies positive stains were most prominent within the P0 organoids and less so 

in the P1 organoids and appeared to be integrated into the acini structures, 

suggesting co-localization and interaction with stromal cells to support cancer 

growth (Figure 16).  
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Figure 16. 7-23-17 Sample Characterization. Organoids made from cells from of 

the 7-23-17 sample were cultured for the indicated times and then processed for 

histology and immunohistochemistry. H&E, AB-PAS, Mucin5AC, CK7, and CK20 

were used to characterize the organoids.  

 

This patient was a 41-year-old male at time of sample collection and pathology 

indicated adenocarcinoma which was possibly metastasis from primary pancreatic 
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cancer. Genetic testing revealed TERT L38L mutation. The patient initially 

received 5-fluoraurcil, irinotecan and oxaliplatin treatment. Disease progressed 

and the patient was subsequently treated with gemcitabine and paclitaxel. All 

treatments were given prior to sample collection. The patient was ultimately 

unresponsive to these treatments. 

 

With data showing cancer cells were present within the organoids and expressed 

markers of lung adenocarcinoma, we proceeded to evaluate the response of the 

cultures to chemotherapeutic drugs. Response to chemotherapeutics used for 

treating lung adenocarcinoma was assessed using freshly isolated PE cells in both 

organoids and on TCP (Figure 17 and Fig. S3)[21]. We based drug concentrations 

on previously cited values and on our preliminary testing of patient and H460 cells 

cultured on TCP (Figure S3)[22, 23]. Our results showed statistically significant 

differences between the response of tumor cells on TCP and in the organoids; 

specifically, the cells on TCP showed statistically greater responses to 

cisplatin/pemetrexed and carboplatin/pemetrexed (cis/pem and carb/pem, 

respectively) combinations than the organoids (Figure 17A and Figure S3). 

Tumor cell viability in the organoids (as measured by mitochondrial metabolism by 

MTS) was not significantly different than in untreated organoids. On the other 

hand, crizotinib, an ALK (anaplastic lymphoma kinase) and ROS1 (c-ros oncogene 

1) inhibitor, used in lung adenocarcinoma patients, had a moderate effect on tumor 

cell viability both in TCP cultures and organoids. To validate these results, we 

created tumor organoids with H460, a cell line derived from PE of patient with lung 
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adenocarcinoma. The results with H460 cells were similar to those of cells from 

the 7-23-17 sample with low sensitivity to chemotherapy treatment (Figure 17B 

and Figure S3). We also tested if the addition of normal human lung fibroblasts 

(NHLF) to the H460 cells in the organoids will change their response to the drug 

treatments (Figure 17B and Figure S3). We found that the addition of fibroblasts 

did not significantly change chemotherapeutic response. H&E staining further 

confirmed these results (Figure S4). The addition of fibroblasts did not have an 

effect on organoids’ structure or drug response. Collectively, the differences 

indicate that 1) tumor cells in 2D and 3D differ in their response the 

chemotherapies, 2) these differences can vary based on the particular drug and 3) 

the presence of non-cancer cells such as fibroblasts had no significant effect on 

cancer cell drug response in the organoids.  

 

 

Figure 17. Organoid and TCP Chemotherapy Screening. Cell from the 7-23-17 

sample (A) and H460 PE-derived lung adenocarcinoma cells (B) were cultured in 

organoids for 5 weeks and in TCP and then treated with the indicated 

chemotherapy drugs for 3 days. MTS assay was carried out to determine cell 

viability and results were normalized to untreated cells (Control). Some of the 
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organoids made with H460 cells contained in addition normal human lung 

fibroblasts (NHLF) (* p<0.05, ** p<0.005) (+ p<0.05, ++ p<0.005 with control).  

 

Statistical Approach 

Patient 2 data was all collected using n=3 organoids were condition. Drug studies 

using 2D and 3D cell culture conditions each had n=3 samples per condition. 

ANOVA was used for analysis between all 3D conditions. A Student’s t-test was 

specifically used between 2D and 3D cultures of the same treatment condition 

each with confidence intervals of 0.95.   

 

Discussion 

The goal for the current study was to use a unique cell source, PE aspirate, to  

biofabricate a 3D lung adenocarcinoma model for disease modeling and 

chemotherapy screening. By encapsulating isolated, primary cells into specialized 

hydrogels, we have produced lung cancer organoids that preserve cancer cell 

characteristics and tumor heterogeneity. We have observed the presence of 

adenocarcinoma, stromal, and immune cells that drive cellular reorganization and 

co-localization that cannot be recapitulated in simple 2D culture. 

 

In sample 1-4-17, we identified large branching structures containing CK+ tumor 

cells and αSMA+ fibroblasts (Figure 15) suggesting that tumor cells within the 

organoid are supported by the stromal fraction. Cancer-associated fibroblasts 

(CAFs) have previously been linked to poor prognosis [24]. CAFs have been 
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previously shown to support the cancer microenvironment which can induce drug 

resistance[25]. However, for the current study CAFs were not added since the 

samples already contained stromal fibroblasts.  However, αSMA+ fibroblasts were 

present at the periphery of the organoids, suggesting that they may be active and 

acting as CAFs. They could also form a fibrotic capsule around the tumor organoid, 

similar to many solid tumors. The CK+ cells were identified with a broad range 

antibody that detects CK 4- 10, 13, 14, 18, and 19, indicating that cancer cells 

remained within the patient derived tumor organoids. Finally, the presence of 

CD45+ cells indicates that hematopoietic cells such as leukocytes can be 

preserved within the hydrogel-based 3D tumor organoids. In sample 7-23-17, we 

observed mucin-containing acini structures. This finding shows the tumor 

organoids provide a supporting microenvironment that facilitates formation of 

bronchiole-like structures that produce mucin, similar to lung adenocarcinoma in 

vivo, and these acinar structures were preserved over the course of 6 weeks with 

minimal changes. On the other hand, if the tumor cells were first grown on tissue 

culture plastic dishes and then encapsulated in hydrogel to form 3D organoids, 

these structures were significantly smaller and produced less mucin. This indicates 

when tumor cells are removed from their natural environment and cultured on non-

physiological substrates (plastic), they lose their ability of tissue-like re-

organization. In contrast, the 3D tumor organoids provide a proper physical-

chemical environment that serves as a physiologically relevant model of in vivo 

tumor tissue which maintains phenotypic and re-organization features. Overall, this 

study indicates that samples from PE aspirate yield adequate cell numbers and 
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diversity to create tumor organoids that better represent lung carcinomas 

compared with standard cell culture models. Within the scope of our study, we 

have not been able to control cell fate in 2D to yield the phenotypes seen in 3D 

over time indicating that 3D conditions are more appropriate for preserving cell 

phenotypes that allow for acini formation and cellular colocalization. The organoid 

system demonstrated capability of preserving structures and heterogeneity for up 

to 6 weeks and suggest that it can model the interactions between different cell 

types within the tumor. Current lung adenocarcinoma disease models are 

commonly 2D cells cultures or involve in vivo xenografts whereas, models that 

have integrated the use of 3D cultures primarily use cell lines [26, 27]. The tumor 

organoid technology described here uniquely combines flexible and easily 

assayed in vitro culture with an in vivo-like environment that can be used to study 

disease progression and assess treatments.  

  

An essential function of tumor modeling is testing the response of the cancer cells 

to treatments such as chemotherapies. A comparison in the response to 

compounds commonly used to treat lung adenocarcinoma [28-30] revealed a 

significant difference between PE-derived cells in 2D and 3D cultures. The cells in 

TCP were significantly more sensitive to cis/pem and carb/pem combinations 

compared with the cancer cells in the organoids. On the other hand, the response 

to crizotinib, an ALK (anaplastic lymphoma kinase) and ROS1 (c-ros oncogene 1) 

inhibitor, was more similar (yet with a significant difference) between PE-derived 

cancer cells in 2D and 3D cultures. These results could probably not be explained 
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by diffusion since the organoids were only 10µl in size. On the other hand, it may 

be due to loss of cancer cell sensitivity to a specific drug after in vitro culture 

expansion. It has been reported that cancer cells cultured in plastic dishes for 

extended periods of time significantly change their phenotype and response to 

drugs[17]. Furthermore, our results have shown a phenotypic change of the cancer 

cells, in forming smaller acinar structures and lower production of mucin, even after 

one passage in plastic culture dishes. Together, these results suggest that cancer 

cells in our organoids have a more physiologic response to chemotherapeutic 

drugs however, the differences between the two culture systems is dependent on 

the specific target of the drug. As such, it is important to document the drug 

sensitivity of cancer cells in the tumor organoids and ensure the expression levels 

of targeted proteins and pathways are sufficient to predict drug response in vivo 

[31, 32]. Accurate expression of oncogenic pathways in organoid models is 

essential for precision medicine in order to prescribe an optimal treatment to each 

patient based on the genetic profiles of their tumor cells. Our model has been able 

to use PE aspirate removed by a routine, required, and relatively non-invasive 

procedure for the creation of 3D organoid models that better represent lung tumor 

microenvironment. The use of regularly removed PE fluid provide a unique 

opportunity to researchers and clinicians to monitor disease progression and 

response to treatment in vitro. Our data shows that there is a substantial difference 

between 2D cultures and 3D organoids in phenotype and drug response indicating 

that these models yield different results and researchers should look for the best 

representation of the disease state of interest.  
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Collectively, this study highlights a unique lung cancer model system, using PE 

aspirate for lung cancer cell isolation and the creation of 3D organoids that 

preserve the phenotype of the cancer cells as well as maintain cancer and stromal 

cell interaction for an extended period in vitro. Our data supports the use of 3D 

over 2D culture models for lung adenocarcinoma drug testing. Although we were 

limited by the sample size of patients, our data supports the necessity to continue 

to pursue the use of PE-derived 3D tumor organoid cultures in replacement of 2D 

cultures to best model lung cancer disease progression and treatments. 
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Abstract:  

Current in vitro liver models have been limited by the inability to study the effects 

of specific matrix components on cell phenotypes. Hyaluronic acid (HA) is a 

naturally occurring extracellular matrix (ECM) component within the liver that is 

ideal for chemical modifications. Although HA has been commonly used as a 

primary component of hydrogels, it lacks key ECM motifs (e.g. RGD) for supporting 

cell adhesion, thus limiting the study of cell-matrix interactions. The addition of 

maleimide (Mal) groups to HA allows for conjugation of ECM biomimetic peptides 

with thiol-containing end groups. In this study, we added Mal groups to HA in order 

to create a crosslinkable material yielding a simplified, ECM-derived 

microenvironment for 3D cell culture. The material was characterized after 

synthesis and with liver cells. Hepatic stellate cells (LX-2) presented increased cell-

matrix interactions within matrices containing RGD peptides whereas hepatocyte-

like cells (HepG2) had reduced functionality. Further, TGF-ß was administered to 

elicit a disease-like state. LX-2 cells became activated while functionality 

significantly decreased for HepG2. In co-culture, supplementation significantly 

decreased functionality of HepG2 in ECM-bound and unbound conditions. This 

study presents a hydrogel approach allowing for discrete manipulation of 

microenvironment factors to better understand their roles in influencing liver 

functionality. 
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Introduction: 

Bioengineered liver models have become useful tools in drug development and 

liver disease modeling. However, it remains challenging to maintain hepatocytes 

in culture with additional liver-derived cells and fully replicate accurate in vivo 

physiology and functionality. In both 2D and 3D culture, functionality can be 

variable for both hepatocytes and hepatocyte-like cells such as the HepG2 cell 

line. In the liver, hepatocytes are the primary cell, consisting of approximately 60% 

of all cells and 80% of liver mass [1]. They are responsible for synthesis of serum 

proteins, intermediary metabolism of amino acids, lipids, and carbohydrates, and 

detoxification of xenobiotic compounds [2]. Two important roles are synthesis and 

secretion of urea and albumin. In the healthy liver, urea is synthesized via the urea 

cycle in which enzymes are used to convert ammonia to urea [3]. Synthesized 

within the hepatocytes and then secreted, decreased albumin secretion is directly 

correlated to liver injury and disease [4]. These products are hallmark to 

hepatocytes and hepatocyte derivatives in cell culture and are commonly used as 

measures of liver model functionality. 

 

The liver extracellular matrix (ECM) has many key components that regulate 

hepatocyte phenotype and liver function. These components include hyaluronic 

acid, laminin, fibronectin, and collagen, each of which has been shown to be 

upregulated in the diseased microenvironment [5, 6]. Disruptions to the normal 

hepatic microenvironment can trigger liver disease making it critical to be able to 

manipulate these components in vitro in order to better understand their roles [7]. 
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Biochemical, biophysical, and mechanobiological features have all been shown to 

play important roles in the function of hepatocytes and collectively form the 

acellular microenvironment [7].  

  

Hepatic stellate cells (HSCs), the main mesenchymal cell type in the liver, are 

responsible for the synthesis and remodeling of the ECM components. HSCs have 

been shown to play a major role in the development of liver cirrhosis and 

microenvironment remodeling, thus having an impact on the hepatocyte 

environment. Normal HSCs in the healthy liver are mesenchymal and do not 

significantly impact liver function [8]. When activated through hepatic fibrogenesis, 

they transform into myofibroblast like cells, also referred to as activated HSCs. In 

their activated state, they upregulate a-smooth muscle actin (a-SMA) and 

fibroblast activation protein (FAP), synthesize and deposit ECM, synthesize pro-

inflammatory cytokines, and interact with the surrounding ECM to heal tissue [9]. 

TGF-ß, present in normal and fibrotic liver, is secreted by numerous cell types 

within the liver and when increased in culture has been shown to  activate HSCs 

[10]. Collectively, nonparenchymal cells such as hepatic stellate cells are vital to 

the success of long-term hepatocyte cultures and ultimately liver tissue 

engineering, by supporting other cells such as the hepatocytes through paracrine 

signaling [7, 8]. 

 

The use of three-dimensional (3D) cell culture in replacement of two-dimensional 

(2D) cell culture has been well studied and its benefits have been well described, 
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specifically when creating physiologically relevant tissue and disease models [11, 

12]. Three-dimensional culture techniques allow for the creation of specified 

microenvironments that completely surround cells for interactions in all directions, 

while 2D culture only allows physical interactions with the basal side of the cells 

being cultured. Today, the majority of 3D cultures are supported by hydrogel 

biomaterials, which allow for the cells to be suspended within a matrix while still 

being able to receive nutrients via diffusion, conduct paracrine signaling, and 

interact with the physical environment [13]. Advances in material science over the 

past 30 years have allowed for the development of many new materials for use 

within tissue engineering, specifically focused on enabling control over fiber or 

particle size and shape, stiffness, porosity, and texture [14]. Additionally, aims at 

mimicking the ECM has driven the development of ECM-like hydrogels for tissue 

engineering applications. Most materials ideal for forming structurally controlled 

hydrogels (i.e. polyacrylamide, polyethylene glycol, alginate) are not well-suited for 

cell-matrix interactions and lack cell-adhesive ECM components [15]. To improve 

these biomaterials, chemical addition of ECM components or biomimetic peptides 

has been employed. In contrast to synthetic materials, hyaluronic acid (HA) is 

found in abundance in the ECM of many tissues and has been found to be more 

replicative of the in vivo microenvironment as cells are able to break it down. 

Hyaluronic acid or hyaluronan (HA), is a non-sulfated linear glycosaminoglycan 

composed of two repeating disaccharide units, D-glucuronic acid and N-acetyl 

glucosamine, with native molecular weight ranging between 1,000-10,000 kDa in 

most tissue [16]. It is closely tied to many tissue components such as architecture, 
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cell motility, cell adhesion, and proliferation via CD44 and receptor for hyaluronan-

mediated motility (RHAMM) cell receptor interactions [16]. 

 

Many hydrogels, HA included, lack cell adhesive components required for 

integration of cells in the hydrogel. One method for mediating this limitation is 

through the addition of adhesive peptide sequences. Such peptides are most 

commonly specific amino acid sequence motifs found on natural ECM 

components, but do not fully replace the entire ECM protein component and are 

often referred to as biomimetic ECM peptides [17, 18]. These can be beneficial as 

specific sequence-receptor interactions can be studied, rather than total protein-

receptor interactions or broadly cell-bulk matrix in which changes in cell genotype, 

phenotype, or function can be hard to attribute to particular ECM components [19]. 

A commonly used peptide sequence for 2D and 3D cell culture applications is RGD 

(arginine-glycine-aspartic acid) [20]. This sequence can be found in many different 

cell adhesion proteins, but has been most closely associated with fibronectin (FN). 

FN specifically helps form the fibrillar ECM through interactions with cell surface 

receptors and secreted FN [21]. It has been shown to play a major role in 

development, tissue repair, cancer progression and invasion, and inflammation 

[22]. FN has also been shown to be upregulated in the diseased liver 

microenvironment making the addition of RGD-peptides important for 

understanding how cell-FN interactions influence disease development [23, 24]. 

Despite RGD peptides having been used often with other tissue types, few studies 

have been conducted to determine the specific impact of RGD cell adhesion sites 
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on hepatocyte or hepatocyte-like cell function [25]. Their potential for creating not 

only an adhesive surface for cells, but also contributing to a fibrotic disease-like 

microenvironment makes them an important ECM component to study. 

 

Modulation of HA via ECM biomimetic peptides has shown promising results in 

numerous labs, however methods for HA-Mal synthesis and the addition of the 

peptides have previously been limited. Here we describe the use of a well 

characterized synthesis method utilizing 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) 

carbodiimide (EDC) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) activation chemistry to 

modify the carboxyl group of the D-glucuronic acid moiety of HA with maleimide 

(Mal) groups. The HA substituted with maleimides (HA-Mal) can then be 

modulated with thiol containing peptides and crosslinked with di-thiol crosslinkers 

through maleimide-thiol reactions. These reactions are known to have rapid 

kinetics at neutral pH, which allow thiol-containing peptide components and 

crosslinkers to spontaneously react with HA-Mal and form a crosslinked hydrogel 

[26, 27].  Utilizing the HA-Mal, we have been able to add the RGD biomimetic 

peptides with cysteine end groups to yield HA-Mal-RGD. We have employed the 

HA-Mal-RGD to culture hepatocyte-like cells (HepG2) and hepatic stellate cells 

(LX-2) to study the role of RGDs within the liver, specifically in healthy and 

diseased liver microenvironments, through the addition of TGF-ß. The impact of 

TGF-ß on hepatic stellate cells has been well studied and shows that the 

administration will activate the cells and lead to a more fibrotic cell phenotype 

yielding increased cellular activity and ECM deposition [28, 29]. TGF-ß has also 
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been shown to reduce proliferation and functionality (albumin secretion) in HepG2 

cells as well as primary hepatocytes and other hepatocyte-like cells, broadly 

creating a more disease like microenvironment [30]. Co-culture of LX-2 and HepG2 

cells in the HA-Mal-RGD hydrogel was carried out to create a liver-based model 

that was employed to explore the balance of ECM components with cytokine 

factor-based signaling.   

 

Materials and Methods: 

Maleimide-Hyaluronic Acid Synthesis  

Synthesis of maleimide-hyaluronic acid (HA-Mal) polymer took place in two parts 

(Figure 18A). Monodisperse HA (0.5 g, 1.2x10-3 mol, 1.0 eq) (100 kDa, LifeCore 

Biomedical, Chaska, MN) was dissolved in nanopure water at a concentration of 

1% w/v for 15 minutes. N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS)(1.2eq) and 1-ethyl-3-(3-

dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC) (1.2 eq) were each added sequentially 

to the solution and allowed to react for 1 hour. 1-(2-aminoethyl) maleimide (small 

molecule (SM)-Mal) (1.2 eq) was added and allowed to react for ~18 hours at room 

temperature. Solution was placed into a dialysis bag (10kDa) and dialyzed in 

deionized water for 72 hours with dialysate being changed every 4-6 hours. After 

dialysis, solution was placed into 50mL conicals and frozen at -20ºC overnight. 

Samples were lyophilized for 72 hours and weighed to determine final dry weight. 

HA-Maleimide final product was referred to as HA-Mal. The chemical structure of 

HA-Mal was characterized by 1H NMR (Bruker 400 MHz). 
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H-Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) Chemical Characterization 

Samples of HA-Mal were taken after lyophilization of the product in addition to HA 

100kDa alone and 1-(2-aminoethyl) maleimide. Each of the materials were re-

suspended in deuterated water (D2O) and using 1H NMR (Bruker, Billerica, MA) 

spectra for analysis was produced. To determine if the SM-Mal had been 

appropriately added to the HA peaks at 6.92 ppm (2H, s) and 2.06 ppm (3H, s) 

would be present.  The first peak represents the maleimide protons and the second 

peak represents the pendent acetyl protons on the HA backbone. Sources have 

confirmed these peaks are essential when modifying materials with Ma [31-33]. 

 

Cell-Free Hydrogel Formation  

RGD specific peptides (G-R-G-D-S-P-C) were purchased (AAPPTec, Louisville, 

KY) lyophilized with HCl. The peptide was resuspended in 1x PBS at 100mM and 

stored at -20°C. Lyophilized HA-Mal was resuspended in 1x PBS and neutralized 

to pH 7.0 using 1N NaOH. The RGD peptide was added to the solution to yield a 

final molarity of 1mM peptide, if RGD was not included HA-Mal was further diluted 

with 1x PBS (final concentration of 2.5% w/v HA-Mal). Single aliquots of the 

mixture were placed into wells and 3.4kDa di-thiol polyethylene glycol (PEG) 

(Creative PEGWorks, Durham, NC) was combined with each of them (HA-Mal or 

HA-MAL-RGD) to yield a final concentration of 1% w/v PEG. A small volume of 1N 

NaOH was added to each mixture to neutralize the solution to pH 7.4 and each 

was mixed using a pipet tip, crosslinking of the organoid occurred within 10 

seconds.  
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Maleimide Quantification 

Maleimide quantification was carried out using a colorimetric maleimide assay kit 

(MAK162-1KT, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MS). The kit calculated the number of 

maleimides available in a known volume of sample by calculating the difference in 

the initial number of thiols added and those that remain unreacted after complete 

reaction of the maleimides. This assay was used for HA-Mal and HA-MAL-RGD. 

The mixture was made as described in cell-free hydrogel formation without the 

addition of the di-thiol PEG. There were two conditions and they were each run in 

triplicate with duplicate assay samples. 

 

Molecular Weight Quantification 

HA (100kDa) and HA-Mal (synthesized using 100kDa HA) were individually 

dissolved in 1x PBS and filtered by centrifugation through a 0.45 µm nylon milter 

unit. Samples were injected into the HPLC system by an autosampler. The HPLC 

system was composed of a Waters 717 plus autosampler, two Waters model 510 

chromatography pumps, and three detectors in series (MALS detector at 661nm, 

differential refractive index detector at 658nm, UV/Vis detector monitoring at 

214nm). Data acquisition and analysis were performed using Wyatt ASTRA 

software version 6.1.5.22.  

 

Rheology Quantification 
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Elastic modulus of the final crosslinked hydrogel was determined using a 

Discovery HR-2 Hybrid Rheometer and standard calculations. Compression data 

was collected through outputs of axial force and height. Stress was calculated by 

dividing force by surface area of the organoids (Stress = F/A) and strain was 

calculated by change in height divided by initial height of organoids (Strain = ∆h/h). 

Stress and strain (y, x) were plotted and the elastic modulus was determined by 

analyzing the linear portion of the plot. Storage and loss modulus were found using 

the previously referenced rheometer and a shear-stress sweep test (0.1-10.0Pa, 

1.0 Hz, 25ºC) was applied to crosslinked HA-Mal or HA-MAL-RGD. The 

experiment was repeated twice, each time in triplicate and the average values for 

the storage and loss moduli, G’ and G” respectively, for each condition were found. 

 

Pore Size and Circularity Quantification 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to image cell-free hydrogels. 

Methods above were used to create cell-free hydrogels that were then placed into 

individual 1.5mL Eppendorf tubes and frozen in -20ºC overnight. The hydrogels 

were lyophilized for 48 hours, broken in half, placed onto SEM pucks (now exposed 

inner hydrogel facing up), and gold sputter coated. Images were taken via  SEM 

(FlexSEM 1000, Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan) at various magnifications. Images were 

taken of four representative areas within each hydrogel. Images were exported 

and ImageJ FUJI suite was used to find pore area and pore circularity for each 

hydrogel.  
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Swelling Ratio  

HA-Mal and HA-Mal-RGD were each made in triplicate using the methods 

previously described without cells. Hydrogels were frozen in -20ºC overnight and 

then lyophilized for 48 hours. The dry weight of each hydrogel was measured (Wdry) 

and then each was placed into 1.5mL of 1x PBS for 24 hours. The hydrogels were 

removed from PBS, gently tapped against tissue paper to remove excess water 

and then weighed. The weight of the swelled sample was documented (Wwet) and 

the swelling ratio (SR) was calculated. Hydrogels were placed back into PBS 

(changed daily) and weighed again on days 3, 5, and 7.  

 

SR =
W%&' − W)*+

W)*+
 

 

Hepatic Stellate Cell & HepG2 Organoid Formation 

LX-2 (hepatic stellate cells, 1.5x107 cells/mL), HepG2 cells (0.5x107 cells/mL), or 

LX-2 and HepG2 cells together (1.5x107 and 0.5x107 cells/mL, respectively)  were 

combined with HA-Mal or HA-Mal-RGF as previously described prior to the 

addition of di-thiol PEG. After thorough mixing, 7.4pH neutralized di-thiol PEG 

crosslinker was added yielding a crosslinked hydrogel (organoid), the final volume 

of each was 25µL. After each hydrogel was made the tissue culture plastic plate 

was placed into an incubator for 30 minutes allowing for the complete reaction to 

occur. Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM), 10% fetal bovine serum, 1% 

penicillin-streptomycin, and 1% L-glutamine were combined to make DMEM-10 
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and was added to each of the wells. Organoids were maintained through 7 days 

with media changed on day 4.  

 

For experimentation, microenvironment conditions were as follows with all 

containing HA-Mal (2.5% w/v) and PEG di-thiol (1% w/v): HA-Mal, HA-Mal-RGD 

(1mM RGD), HA-Mal + TGF- ß via media supplementation (5 µM) [34], or HA-Mal-

RGD + TGF- ß via media supplementation . For all data being collected, organoids 

were maintained in culture over the course of 7 days. They were removed from 

media and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) or used for functionality and 

viabilitity assays.  

 

Cell Viability  

On days 1, 4, and 7 cell viability was measured using the CellTiter-Glow® 3D Cell 

Viability Assay (Promega, Madison, WI). Media from each of the organoid wells 

was removed and the manufacturer’s protocol was followed to complete the assay. 

Data was normalized to day 1 viability for each of the conditions. Comparison 

between each of the groups on day 4 and day 7 (not between days) was done 

using a two-tailed Student’s t-test.   

 

Hematoxylin and Eosin Staining  

Organoids were fixed using 4% PFA for 6 hours, paraffin processed, and cut as 

5µm sections and placed on glass slides. Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining 

was conducted on all organoid types (LX-2 alone, HepG2 alone, LX-2 and HepG2 
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combined) complete sections were imaged in brightfield at 10x (HepG2, LX-2 and 

HepG2, n=3 organoids per hydrogel type and cell condition) or 20x (LX-2, n=4 

organoids per hydrogel type and cell condition).  

 

Quantification of Cell Clusters 

H&E images were converted to grey scale and thresholding with value 128 was 

used on all images in Adobe Photoshop, a custom MATLAB program was then 

employed to extract cell cluster size (area, µm2) and cluster circularity (ranging 

from 0-1, with 1 representing perfect circle). Data for n=3 or n=4 samples were 

condition were combined and data was normalized. Normalized data was analyzed 

using a two-tailed Student’s t-test.  

 

Immunohistochemistry  

LX-2 organoid sections of each hydrogel condition were stained and imaged in 

triplicate for ECM and fibrotic specific markers (collagen, fibronectin, fibroblast 

activation protein). Sections for staining were deparaffinized and hydrated using a 

slide autostainer and antigen retrieval was done using 10mM sodium citrate pH 

6.0. Sections were permeabilized for 5 minutes using PBS Triton-X (0.1%) then 

washed and blocked with protein block for 30 minutes. Primary antibodies anti- 

collagen I, fibronectin, and fibroblast activation protein (FAP) (ab34710, ab2413, 

ab207178, Abcam, Cambridge, UK) were placed on separate slides each at 1:200 

and left at 4°C overnight. Stained was removed, sections were washed, and 

secondary antibodies (#20152, Biotium, Fremont, CA) were added to each slide at 
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1:200 at room temperature for one hour. Stain was removed, sections were 

washed, and DAPI was placed onto the sections at 1:300 in 1x PBS for 10 minutes. 

After stain removal and washing, Prolong Gold was used to mount cover slips.  

 

Fluorescence imaging was conducted using an Olympus Bx63 upright microscope. 

Three representative frames of 3x3 tiled, 10x magnification images were captured 

for each stain and each LX-2 alone organoid condition. Number of nuclei with ECM 

component co-localization was counted as well as total number of nuclei in each 

frame. Positive expression was calculated by number of positive nuclei divided by 

total nuclei for each stain and hydrogel condition. A two-tailed Student’s t-test was 

used to compare between hydrogel conditions for each stain.  

 

LX-2 and HepG2 co-culture organoid sections of each hydrogel condition were 

stained and imaged for epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM). Sections of 

each condition in triplicate were prepared for staining as described about. Primary 

antibody, EpCam (ab71916, Abcam), was diluted 1:200 and incubated on slides 

overnight at 4°C. Washing, the addition of DAPI and coverslips, and imaging were 

each carried out as previously described.  

 

Number of nuclei per cluster with EpCAM co-localization (considered HepG2) and 

without co-localization (considered LX-2) were counted and values were collected 

for each cluster for each condition. Analysis of data was broken down to consider 

size of HepG2 only clusters, LX-2 only clusters, and combined (HepG2 and LX-2) 
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clusters. For combined clusters, number of HepG2 versus LX-2 on average per 

cluster was tested for each hydrogel condition.  

 

Albumin and Urea Assays 

Media was collected on day 7 (after day 4 media change) for comparison of 

albumin and urea secretion. After media collection, vials were stored at -80°C until 

assays were conducted. A Human Albumin ELISA Kit (Bethyl Laboratories, Inc, 

Montgomery, TX) was used for albumin quantification of all samples and the 

manufacturer’s protocol was followed. For urea, a QuantiChrom™ Urea Assay Kit 

(BioAssay Systems, Hayward, CA) was used for urea quantification of all samples 

and the manufacturer’s protocol was followed. For each assay, a two-tail Student’s 

t-test was used to compare results between each hydrogel condition for either 

HepG2 alone or HepG2 and LX-2 co-culture. 

 

Statistical Analysis 

All quantitative measures had a sample size of a minimum of n = 3 organoids. 

When representative images were taken within organoid sections, n = 3 images 

per organoid were taken. All data was tested for normal distributions; data with 

non-normal distributions were normalized or transformed prior to statistical 

analysis. Two-tailed, Student’s t-tests were conducted to determine differences 

between hydrogel conditions (a=0.05). GraphPad Prism was used for all statistical 

calculations. 
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Results: 

HA-Mal Synthesis Characterization 

Synthesis of the maleimide functionalized HA (i.e. HA-Mal) was carried out using 

NHS and EDC chemistry and utilization of 1-(2-Aminoethyl)maleimide 

hydrochloride (Figure 18A). Utilization of NHS and EDC chemistry with HA had 

not been previously documented in the literature for use with maleimides, although 

others have added them to HA using different methods [33]. The covalent addition 

of maleimide groups to the HA polysaccharide backbone was confirmed through 

the use of 1hNMR, specifically indicated by the peak shown at 6.92 ppm (2H) 

representing the maleimide and the peak at 2.06ppm (3H) representing the 

pendent acetyl protons on the HA backbone (Figure 18B).  Utilizing HPLC, the 

molecular weight of both modified (HA-Mal) and unmodified HA was found and 

showed an approximate 0.1x105 increase in molecular weight (Figure 18C). 

Although these values are within one standard deviation of each other, the minimal 

increase was expected in the modified material given the size of the RGD peptide. 

Further, Rh(z) indicated z-average hydrodynamic radius remains approximately 

the same between the two materials, as does Rh(w) (weight average 

hydrodynamic radius), both of which were expected as the polymer size was not 

been substantially modified (Figure 18C). Free maleimide quantification indicated 

that approximately 8% of the carboxyl groups available on the HA were modified 

to maleimides. Free maleimides were quantified and it was found that per mole of 

HA-Mal there are 0.0814 ± 0.0007 moles free maleimides (Figure 18D). When 
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1mM RGD is added to the HA-Mal, the average moles free maleimides is reduced 

to 0.0616 ± 0.0070 moles as expected. This change indicated that the RGD 

functionalization occurred successfully through maleimide-thiol reactions, while 

maintaining enough free maleimides for subsequent crosslinking. With this data 

final concentrations for formation of the hydrogel were 2.5% w/v HA-Mal (0.0432 

M), 1% w/v 3.4kDa PEG di-thiol (0.00294 M), and in 1mM RGD (0.001 M). 

 

 

Figure 18. HA-Mal Synthesis and Characterization. (A) Hydrogel synthesis was 

carried out in four steps. HA was initially reacted with NHS and EDC to add a 

carbodiimide to each HA group. Small molecule-maleimides (SM-Mal) were then 

reacted with the modified HA to yield maleimide-hyaluronic acid (HA-Mal). After 

dialysis and lyophilization, HA-Mal was  reacted with RGD containing peptides with 
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cysteines (thiol containing end groups) to yield the final HA-Mal-RGD hydrogel that 

was crosslinked using 3.4kDa di-thiol PEG.   (B) HA-Mal was shown to have a 

representative peak at 6.85 ppm which is characteristic of SM-Mal as shown. Red 

circles indicate maleimide. (C) Molecular weight (MW) was shown to increase as 

expected with the addition of the SM-Mal. Rh(z) and Rh(w) indicated z-average 

hydrodynamic radius and weight average mean square radius respectively. 

Standard deviation was shown as percent in parentheses for each measure. (D) 

Available maleimides in HA-Mal and HA-Mal-RGD were measured, revealing a 

significant difference between the two hydrogels (*p<0.005, mean +/- SD). 

 

Hydrogel Material Testing 

Hydrogel characterization was carried out to determine the physical properties of 

the material and ensure that the addition of the RGD peptides did not impact 

physical characteristics. With confirmation from maleimide quantification that the 

RGD peptides were covalently bound, data showed that the RGD addition did not 

detract from the ability of the hydrogel to crosslink with di-thiol PEG. The elastic 

modulus was calculated for HA-Mal and HA-Mal-RGD (2.5% w/v, each) each 

crosslinked to form a complete hydrogel with 3.4kDa PEG di-thiol (1% w/v) (Figure 

19A). There was no significant difference in stiffness of the two hydrogels 

indicating that the addition of RGD did not impact the ability of the PEG di-thiol to 

crosslink. Storage and loss moduli were measured after each of the materials had 

been crosslinked and were compared between hydrogels (Figure 19B). There was 

no significant difference between storage modulus or loss modulus between the 
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two hydrogels. These findings further indicate that physical mechanical properties 

do not vary significantly between HA-Mal and HA-Mal-RGD. Organoids were 

weighed over 7 days to compare swelling ratio of the materials. We observed 

significantly lower swelling ratios in the HA-Mal-RGD on day 1 compared to HA-

Mal however by day 7 there was no difference (Figure 19C). The initial difference 

is potentially due to increased hydrophobic regions associated with the RGD 

peptides, which could slow uptake of water. Each hydrogel network was imaged 

using SEM, and from those images pore size (i.e. area) and circularity of each was 

found (Figure 19D). There was no significant difference in pore size measured in 

area between the two hydrogels (Figure 19E). There was a significant difference 

in pore circularity (range of 0-1, 1 being a perfect circle), HA-Mal-RGD hydrogels 

had more circular pores in comparison to HA-Mal alone (Figure 19F). In general, 

size and shape were similar to other HA-based hydrogels [34, 35].  

 

 

Figure 19. Physical Analysis of HA-Mal and HA-Mal-RGD Hydrogels. (A, B) 

Analysis of elastic (A) and storage and loss (B) moduli show no significant 
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differences between HA-Mal and HA-Mal-RGD hydrogels, indicating similar 

physical properties (mean +/- SD). (C) Swelling ratio was calculated across 7 days 

for the hydrogels and only on day 1 was there significant difference in swelling ratio 

between the two (mean +/- SD, *p<0.001). (D) SEM images of the different 

hydrogels, as indicated. (E) Pore area was quantified from the images in D, and 

the 5-95 percentiles are represented within the boxplots, no significant difference 

was found. (F) Pore circularity was quantified from the images in D, and HA-Mal-

RGD hydrogel was significantly more circular in comparison to the HA-Mal (mean 

+/- SEM, *p<0.001). 

 

HSCs and Hepatocyte-Like Cell Phenotype in HA-Mal 

To study the growth and phenotype of liver cells in the HA-Mal hydrogels we used 

an immortalized HSC line, LX-2 and the hepatocyte-like cells, HepG2. Four 

hydrogel formulations for each cell type were tested: HA-Mal, HA-Mal-RGD, HA-

Mal+TGF-ß, or HA-Mal-RGD+TGF-ß. For LX-2 , phenotype and cell viability within 

the hydrogels were evaluated through image analysis of cell clusters, collagen, 

fibronectin, FAP IHC, and viability across 7 days (Figure 20A). All hydrogel 

formulations supported increases in cell viability during the culture period (Figure 

20B) However, HA-Mal+TGF-ß had significantly greater viability on the day 7 

compared to the other conditions. Cell ECM expression was quantified from 

fluorescently stained images of collagen, fibronectin, and FAP (Figure 20A,C). 

Positively stained cells were counted and shown as a percent of the total 

population. Collagen was shown to be most abundant in both TGF-ß 
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supplemented hydrogels with significantly greater expression than HA-Mal and 

HA-Mal-RGD. Fibronectin was also shown to be greatest in the HA-Mal+TGF-ß 

supplemented hydrogel and was significantly greater than the HA-Mal and HA-

Mal-RGD. FAP expression was found for HA-Mal, HA-Mal+TGF-ß, and HA-Mal-

RGD+TGF-ß but all conditions had low expression. H&E imaging showed cell 

clusters in all four conditions with substantial elongation in conditions with RGD 

peptides present (Figure 20A). Visual observations were supported by cluster 

area analysis which showed that HA-Mal-RGD had significantly larger clusters 

than all other conditions and those with HA-Mal-RGD+TGF-ß were found to be 

second largest (Figure 20D). In addition, HA-Mal-RGD (with or without TGF-ß) 

were shown to yield less circular clusters that indicate an increase in cell-matrix 

binding versus HA-Mal or HA-Mal+TGF-ß which were significantly more circular 

(Figure 20E). Collectively, the data indicates that TGF-ß directly increases HSC 

activation and the addition of RGDs reduces HSC activation even when TGF-ß is 

also administered. HA-Mal-RGD+TGF-ß shows activation of HSCs in comparison 

to HA-Mal and HA-Mal-RGD, but also shows elongated cell phenotype unseen in 

HA-Mal and HA-Mal+TGF-ß. These together indicate that LX-2 cells within HA-

Mal-RGD+TGF-ß are behaving in a disease like manner.  
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Figure 20. Characterization of LX-2 Phenotype in HA-Mal Hydrogels. (A) LX-

2 cells encapsulated in the different hydrogels were analyzed after 7 days of 

culture in the presence or absence of TGF-ß, as indicated.  Sections of the cell-

containing hydrogels were stained with H&E, and co-stained with either collagen, 

fibronectin, or fibroblast activation protein (FAP) (magenta) and DAPI (blue, 

nuclei). (B) Cell viability was measured across 7 days for each of the conditions 

(mean +/- SD). Data was normalized to HA-Mal hydrogel on day 1. HA-Mal+TGF-

ß was significantly lower than all other conditions on day 7. (C) The number of cells 

expressing collagen, fibronectin, and FAP was quantified from the images in A, 

and using fluorescence images (cells with co-localization of nuclei and 

stain/number of nuclei) (mean +/- SD). Cluster area (D) and circularity (E) of LX-2 

encapsulated in the different hydrogels, as indicated, were measured from the 

H&E images in A, using custom MATLAB analysis (mean +/- SEM). *p<0.05, 

**p<0.01, $p<0.001, #p<0.0001 
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HepG2 viability across 7 days showed that all conditions were behaving similarly 

with a moderate increase in cell viability, except for HA-Mal that had significantly 

higher cell viability on day 7 compared to other conditions (Figure 21A). HA-Mal 

also had a significantly greater albumin concentration in comparison to other 

conditions (Figure 21B). Urea concentrations varied and HA-Mal-RGD exhibited 

the highest urea concentration although not significantly greater than HA-Mal 

(Figure 21C). H&E staining and imaging was conducted to quantify cell cluster 

area and circularity (Figure 21D). Clusters within HA-Mal-RGD were significantly 

larger than all other groups (Figure 21E). Of the four groups, it was also found that 

HA-Mal-RGD+TGF-ß cell clusters were most circular and HA-Mal+TGF-ß clusters 

were least circular (Figure 21F). Although the addition of RGD peptides increased 

adhesion therefore changing size and circularity, these features did not impact 

functionality. Data indicated that RGD and TGF-ß, together and independently, 

elicited disease-like response in HepG2 cells as functionality and viability were 

each decreased at 7 days.  
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Figure 21. Characterization of HepG2 Phenotype in HA-Mal Hydrogels. (A) 

HepG2 cells were encapsulated in the different hydrogels and analyzed after 7 

days of culture in the presence or absence of TGF-ß, as indicated.  Cell viability 

was consistent across all conditions with HA-Mal being most abundant by day 7 

(mean +/- SD). (B, C) Albumin and urea production (mean +/- SD) were measured 

at 7 days, showing significantly higher albumin secretion in HA-Mal hydrogel 

compared to other conditions. Urea secretion was highest in HA-Mal-RGD 

hydrogel. (D) Sections of the cell-containing hydrogels were stained with H&E, and 

co-stained with either collagen, fibronectin, or fibroblast activation protein (FAP) 

(magenta) and DAPI (blue, nuclei). HepG2 cluster area (E) and circularity (F) were 

measured from the images in C (mean +/- SEM). Cells in HA-Mal-RGD generated 

significantly larger clusters than all other conditions. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, $p<0.001, 

#p<0.0001 
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HSC and Hepatocyte-Like Cell Co-culture Characterization 

HepG2 and LX-2 cells were co-cultured to create a more representative liver 

model. Cell viability at 7 days showed that HA-Mal-RGD cultures had a significantly 

higher viability compared to other conditions and HA-Mal+TGF-ß had significantly 

lower cell viability (Figure 22A). Cultures within HA-Mal or HA-Mal-RGD had 

significantly higher albumin concentrations than those treated with TGF-ß (Figure 

22C). Urea synthesis supported this with HA-Mal-RGD+TGF-ß having the highest 

synthesis, however there was no significant difference between conditions (Figure 

22D).  

 

H&E imaging was conducted (Figure 22B) and cluster area and circularity were 

calculated. Cluster size was measured by counting the number of cell nuclei in 

each cluster (# cells), within each of those clusters, as well as the number of cells 

EpCAM positive HepG2 cell (Figure 22B). Thereafter, the number of cells in the 

cluster and their type was recorded and used to generate a graph showing average 

cluster size and cell type for each hydrogel condition (Figure 22G). HA-Mal-RGD 

had the largest cluster area (Figure 22E) and was significantly less circular than 

all other conditions (Figure 22F). In each of the hydrogel conditions co-culture 

clusters were significantly larger than single cell type clusters. Co-culture clusters 

were further analyzed to determine if LX-2 or HepG2 cells were evenly distributed 

(Figure 22H). These results suggest that adhesive sites may play a role in LX-2-

HepG2 organization however, the LX-2 and HepG2 cells were evenly divided 

within the co-culture clusters.  
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Figure 22. Characterization of LX-2 and HepG2 Co-Cultures in HA-Mal 

Hydrogels. (A) LX-2 and HepG2 cells were co-encapsulated in the different 

hydrogels and analyzed after 7 days of culture in the presence or absence of TGF-

ß, as indicated.  Cell viability showed increased culture viability in HA-Mal-RGD 

hydrogel on day 7 (data normalized to day 1 HA-Mal only viability). (B) Sections of 

the cell-containing hydrogels were stained with H&E, and co-stained with EpCAM 

(red) and DAPI (blue, nuclei). (C) Albumin secretion was significantly higher in HA-

Mal and HA-Mal-RGD hydrogels r, compared with cultures with TGF-ß (mean +/- 

SD). (D) Urea concentration remained consistent across all hydrogels (mean +/- 

SD). (E, F) Cluster area measured from H&E images in B was significantly greater 
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and circularity significantly smaller in the HA-Mal-RGD condition compared to all 

others (mean +/- SEM). Cluster size by number of cells and cell type (G) was 

determined using EpCAM (specific to HepG2 cells) stained images (mean +/- SD). 

All conditions had greater amounts of Clusters containing both cell types were 

larger compared with clusters of each individual cell type. Hydrogels with RGD had 

the most significant difference in co-cultures versus single cell type clusters. 

Average number of HepG2 and LX-2 cells per clusters containing both cell types 

(H) showed no significant difference across the hydrogels (mean +/- SD). *p<0.05, 

**p<0.01, $p<0.001, #p<0.0001 

 

Discussion: 

Hydrogels have played an essential role in the advancement of cell culture models 

and tissue engineering research in the past 30 years. One important aspect of 

hydrogels has been their ability to better replicate the in vivo tissue 

microenvironment in comparison to traditional 2D cell culture [12]. Many methods 

have been employed to create hydrogels for 3D cell culture that allow cells to better 

integrate into the hydrogel matrix and ultimately form tissue-like models for the 

study of tissue function, disease modeling, and treatment responses in drug 

screening studies. Many of these models, however, focus on the addition of many 

components but lack the ability to determine the impact each component has on 

cells. 
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To overcome this deficiency, we have synthesized maleimide functionalized HA 

using EDC and NHS chemistry to be utilized with peptides and crosslinkers having 

cysteine or thiol-containing ends for quick and efficient reactions. This approach 

created a simple hydrogel system that allows for discrete manipulation via modular 

RGD peptide add-ons that allow us to directly observe the effects of biological 

variables without confounding variables of other hydrogel systems. HA was chosen 

as the base hydrogel component as it is naturally found in the liver 

microenvironment – and most other tissues – and has been widely employed as a 

structural backbone material in other hydrogel systems. A small molecule 

containing a maleimide end group was covalently bound to the carboxyl groups of 

the HA polysaccharide chains to create reactive groups. The reactive maleimide 

groups are stable at neutral pH (pH 7.4) and have preferential reactivity to thiols. 

This high reactivity allows for step-wise addition of thiol-containing compounds. 

Characterization of the newly synthesized hydrogel indicated that the hydrogel 

physical properties remain largely unchanged when RGD peptides are added.  

 

The HA-Mal hydrogel was modulated with RGD adhesive sites to determine the 

impact of TGF- ß on ECM-bound and unbound cells specifically related to liver 

function and activation of hepatic stellate cells using established cell lines of 

hepatoma (HepG2 – employed as a model for hepatocytes) and hepatic stellate 

cells (LX-2), respectively. Hepatic stellate cells (LX-2 cells) were employed to 

understand the role of RGD adhesive sites and TGF-ß on fibrotic disease-like 

activation within the 3D cell culture environment. Results showed the addition of 
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TGF-ß only had a measurable impact on cellular collagen and fibronectin 

expression, but was unable to upregulate these components enough to facilitate 

cell-matrix interactions. When cells were ECM bound via RGD adhesive sites and 

TGF-ß was administered, an increase in expression of cellular collagen and 

fibronectin was measured as well as decreased cell cluster circularity and 

increased cluster size. This indicates that HSCs are able to maintain their TGF-ß 

induced activated state while in the presence of adhesive sites and adhesion is not 

inhibited by TGF-ß activation. Hepatocyte-like HepG2 cells were employed to 

understand the impact of TGF-ß on ECM-bound and unbound cells with relation to 

basic liver functionality in the form of albumin and urea secretion. In the presence 

of RGD adhesive site, HepG2 function was significantly reduced in comparison to 

control HA-Mal hydrogel that lacks cell binding capability. It has been previously 

shown that upregulation of fibronectin is common in diseased liver, the RGD 

adhesive sites may be replicating the diseased liver microenvironment and causing 

a reduction in functionality of the cultures. These results are supported by a 

previous study indicating that increase in RGD sites may reduce functionality as 

measured by albumin and urea secretion [25]. The administration of TGF-ß on 

both RGD-containing and control HA-Mal hydrogels significantly reduced HepG2 

function in comparison to the absence of TGF-ß. These results indicate that the 

regardless of being ECM-bound, cells respond to TGF-ß in a disease like manner. 

Using the fibronectin-like RGD adhesive sites, cells behave most disease like in 

the ECM-bound, TGF-ß supplemented condition. LX-2 and HepG2 cells were also 

co-cultured within each of the microenvironment conditions to understand the 
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impact of cytokine signaling via TGF-ß administration on ECM-bound and unbound 

cells. The co-culture results indicate that in the presence of fibronectin-like RGD 

adhesive sites, LX-2 cells are able to prevent a reduction in HepG2 function in 

comparison to HepG2 culture alone. However, when TGF-ß is also administered, 

the LX-2 cells take on a diseased phenotype, as shown in the mono-culture 

studies, and are unable to support HepG2 function in both HA-Mal and HA-M-RGD 

conditions, suggesting that ECM-binding can’t rescue HepG2 function under 

fibrotic conditions.  

 

Hydrogel systems have been used for re-creating the in vivo microenvironment to 

model normal tissue behavior and disease. This primary feature makes it 

advantageous for more clearly understanding cell-matrix interactions. The 

hydrogel system we have created allows for control of individual variables without 

confounding of other variables inherent of bioactive hydrogels such as cell 

adhesion and receptor binding, fiber remodeling, and material degradation. We 

focused our current study on the functions of the RGD peptide found in fibronectin, 

however, other sequences representative of laminin, collagen I and collagen IV 

would also be important for liver specific healthy and disease modeling. Each of 

those listed components can be added into the synthesized HA-Mal and modulated 

to best understand their role within the microenvironment and the complex cellular 

response when many components are added. The simple hydrogel system 

developed here can be used to study a multitude of other tissues and the impact 

of ECM components on cell phenotype and functionality. The system is however 
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limited in that it is lacking multiple ECM specific peptides necessary to create fully 

functioning tissues remains non-adhesive for cells without the addition of and must 

be modulated to study specific components. Advantageous for studying simple 

interactions, it can be.  

 

Conclusions: 

In the current study, we describe the synthesis and characterization of a modular 

HA-based hydrogel for use in developing specific models to understand the role of 

physical and chemical signals within the liver microenvironment. Through 

maleimide-thiol “click” chemistry ECM biomimetic peptides were added and the 

material was crosslinked to create a simple to use hydrogel environment. Each of 

the eventual components of the hydrogel materials are biocompatible – they utilize 

non-toxic chemistry, crosslink at physiological pH, and allow for effective oxygen 

and nutrient diffusion. The methods for peptide addition also allow for 

customization of the tissue microenvironment and invite further modulations to the 

extracellular matrix. The hydrogel system developed here it was used to create a 

liver model in order to understand the roles of specific physical and biochemical 

components on tissue functionality, and we expect to employ this platform for 

future studies of ECM component roles in both in liver and in other tissues and 

pathologies. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 

Understanding and having the ability to recreate the in vivo tissue 

microenvironment in vitro is vital for the development of 3D cell cultures for the 

study of disease, its progression, and treatment response. The work conducted in 

this dissertation is a testament to the importance of microenvironment and its 

impact on the cells within 3D culture. The preceding chapters have stepped 

through the development of a hydrogel designed for bioprinting and simple 

organoid biofabrication that facilitates preservation of liver cell cultures over an 

extended period. Utilization of the hydrogel system with patient cells created a 

clearer context for the next frontier in precision medicine allowed for the study of 

disease progression and drug response in an in vivo-like microenvironment. 

Finally, iteration of the hydrogel to control adhesive points and further understand 

the impact of physical and chemical extracellular clues was conducted. This 

modulation of the hydrogel study indicated that tissue disease state can be 

controlled by both soluble and insoluble factors and the modulation of ECM 

components allows for controlled, specific studies.    

 

Hyaluronic acid-collagen I, ECM-mimicking hydrogels were employed for support 

of primary patient-derived cells of which traditional 2D culture is not always 

possible. By creating a cell supportive microenvironment, the cells are able to 

maintain viability and proliferate over time, which allows for improved disease 

modeling and more accurate drug treatment response versus traditional 2D 

culture. These studies have often times been limited due to the lack of sufficient 
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viability of such cultures within more simplistic hydrogels. The systems developed 

utilized natural materials that have been modified to have controllable material 

properties and ECM components. By controlling the microenvironment, disease 

modeling and drug treatment related studies were conducted using primary 

patient-derived cells.  

 

Iteration on the HA-based hydrogel was conducted to produce a customizable 

hydrogel that could be carefully controlled to better understand the impact of 

individual ECM components on cell phenotype and functionality. Iteration of the 

hydrogel led to the use of conjugated maleimide and thiol functional groups which 

are characterized as fast (less than 10 seconds) and having high affinity, which 

yields crosslinked hydrogels. This allows for the use of peptides with thiol-

containing end groups to be linked directly onto the backbone. The addition of 

adhesive peptide sequences to hydrogels for cell culture applications has also 

become a standard practice and when employed in this manner facilitates the 

study of ECM-bound versus unbound comparisons. We specifically investigated 

liver cell response to TGF-ß in ECM-bound and unbound condition to further 

understand their relationship in disease activation. Liver models have been well 

developed using ECM components, but the specific impact of each on hepatocytes 

has not been well characterized. With liver-derived cells, the modulated 

microenvironments were used to replicate the in vivo liver microenvironment for 

study of RGD peptides (representative of fibronectin) and their impact on cell 

function. Studies using the proposed hydrogels with ECM modulation are impactful 
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as hepatocyte function has been directly related to change in liver 

microenvironment and 3D cell culture better recapitulates in vivo tissue in 

comparison to 2D [1, 2]. Thus, creating a highly controllable 3D microenvironment 

model allows for study of cell phenotype change in response to ECM. This system 

can be utilized for additional ECM components going forward. Modulation and 

understanding of cell-matrix interactions can be especially important to study organ 

and disease models where interaction with the ECM is not well characterized.  

 

Pre-existing technologies are being combined to provide a platform for advanced 

study of disease progression and treatment response. Utilization of hyaluronic 

acid-based hydrogels has allowed for encapsulation and maintenance of primary 

patient-derived tumor cells for use in precision medicine applications. Related work 

has been limited and development of the hydrogel platform has allowed for many 

cancer types to be maintained as 3D models in vitro. Iteration of the hydrogel 

further allowed for the impact of TGF-ß on ECM-bound and unbound cell 

populations within the liver to be studied. Our model will utilize quantitative 

measures to allow us to correlate ECM components directly to hepatic stellate cell 

behavior and further to hepatocyte-like cell functionality. Collectively, the work 

presented in this dissertation is significant in that we can create accurate models 

for many primary tumor types and tissues to more completely understand tissue 

specific behavior and functionality and disease progression and response to 

treatments. 
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Across these studies cell behavior has been directly related to change in the ECM 

that creates their microenvironment. The development of materials has created the 

opportunity to expand the use and abilities of hydrogels within translational and 

precision medicine. Through understanding of the in vivo environments and the 

ability to engineer new materials these studies have played a role in advancing the 

fields of tissue engineering and precision medicine. 
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Chapter 6: Future Directions 

The work completed in this dissertation has shown the development of two unique 

hydrogels each utilizing natural ECM components to improve replication of the in 

vivo microenvironment while also maintaining the capability to be customizable. 

These materials were exploited for support of patient cells for precision medicine 

applications and tissue specific modeling. Specifically, a collagen-hyaluronic acid 

hydrogel for use in bioprinting that was also deployed for precision medicine 

applications. Iteration of the hydrogel led to a simple, easy to modulate hyaluronic 

acid hydrogel for customization of the ECM to conduct more advance tissue and 

disease modeling as was done with liver cells.  

 

Looking forward, it is appropriate to combine cancer specificity with ECM 

modulation using the module HA hydrogel. ECM modulation can be advanced 

through the addition of laminin, collagen I, and collagen IV specific peptides. The 

thiol-containing end group RGD adhesive peptide was previously used in Chapter 

4. The same technique of having the sequences have a thiol-containing end group, 

and crosslinking the peptides into the hydrogel would be employed. Modulation of 

multiple components can take place with many t hepatocellular carcinoma cell 

types. This experimental design would allow for a clearer understanding of the 

relationship between ECM and cancer genotype. Further, drug treatment can be 

applied to each of the models to determine change in response based on 

microenvironment. This data would be impactful in that it can be used to model 

tumor specific and patient specific microenvironments derived from analysis of 
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patient tissue rather than rely on a bulk formulation (Figure 23). The specificity 

would allow for improved disease modeling and study of progression as well as 

how treatments work in conjunction with the microenvironment.  

 

Figure 23. Patient HCC Tissue Characterization. Panels (A-C) highlight tissue 

characteristic changes between low- (A), mid- (B), and high-grade (C) HCC. The 

left side panel with images indicated by PSR show collagen in red. From the 

selected regions, a greater amount of collagen is show in the stromal regions in 

comparison to the cancer cell specific regions for all grades. Cancer cell regions 

show variation in amount of collagen, laminin, and fibronectin and appear to 

change with relation to grade of tumor (A1, B1, C1). Stromal regions appear to 

have greater amounts of ECM in all grades (A2, B2, C2). White scale bar, 200µm.  
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Appendix 

 

Figure S1. Hepatocyte Liver Model Live/Dead Image. To verify that organoids 

were still viable on day 15, LIVE/DEAD assay staining and imaging with macro-

confocal. The image shows a non-treated organoid at 15 days with green staining 

indicating live cells and red indicating dead cells. 
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Figure S2. In-Organoid Acini Structure Quantification. Acini structures from 

organoid cultures P0-3 weeks, P0-6 weeks, and P1-3 weeks were quantified by 

area. One section from n=3 organoids of each culture type were quantified using 

ImageJ. Data within legs of box plot shows 5th to 95th percentile and data points 

outside of that are shown. P0-6 weeks organoids were significantly larger than P0-

3 weeks (p<0.01) and P1-3 weeks (p<0.001). P0-3 weeks were significantly larger 

than P1-3 weeks as well (p<0.001). 
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Figure S3. Patient and Cell Line TCP Chemotherapy Treatment. Cell from the 

7-23-17 sample and H460 PE-derived lung adenocarcinoma cells (B) were 

cultured in TCP and treated with the indicated chemotherapy drugs for 3 days. 

Treatments included three treatments each at three concentrations cisplatin with 

pemetrexed (cis/pem, 2 µM, 20 µM, 200 µM), carboplatin with pemetrexed 

(carb/pem, 2 µM, 20 µM, 200 µM), and crizotinib (0.1 µM, 1 µM, 10 µM). At the 

conclusion of treatment an MTS assay was carried out to determine cell viability 

and results were normalized to untreated cells (control). 
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Figure S4. 7-23-17 and H460 H&E. Cells from the 7-23-17 sample and H460 PE-

derived lung adenocarcinoma cells were cultured in organoids for 5 weeks and 

then treated with the indicated chemotherapy drugs for 3 days. After treatment, 

organoids were sectioned and H&E was carried out. Brightfield imaging showed 

minimal variation across control and treated conditions of both patient and cell lines 

specifically with regard to density, phenotype, and structure formation. Lack of 

changes indicates treatment had immeasurable effect on the cultures (white scale 

bar = 150 µm). 
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Table S1. Summary of PE Samples 
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